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NLS APPROXIMATION FOR WAVEPACKETS IN PERIODIC CUBICALLY
NONLINEAR WAVE PROBLEMS IN Rd
TOMÁŠ DOHNAL1 AND DANIEL RUDOLF2
Abstract. The dynamics of single carrier wavepackets in nonlinear wave problems over pe-
riodic structures can be often formally approximated by the constant coefficient nonlinear
Schrödinger equation (NLS) as an effective model for the wavepacket envelope. We provide
a detailed proof of this approximation result for the Gross-Pitaevskii equation (GP) and a
semilinear wave equation, both with periodic coefficients in N Q d spatial dimensions and with
cubic nonlinearities. The proof is carried out in Bloch expansion variables with estimates in
an L1-type norm, which translates to an estimate of the supremum norm of the error. The
regularity required from the periodic coefficients in order to ensure a small residual and a small
error is discussed. We also present a numerical example in two spatial dimensions confirming
the approximation result and presenting an approximate traveling solitary wave in the GP with
periodic coefficients.
Key-words: wavepackets, NLS approximation, Bloch waves, periodic media, solitary wave,
approximation error, Gross-Pitaevskii, nonlinear wave equation
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1. Introduction
We study the asymptotics of wavepackets in N Q d-dimensional cubically nonlinear wave
problems with periodic coefficients. We consider wavepackets given by a single carrier wave
modulated by a slowly varying envelope. In periodic media the carrier wave is a Bloch wave of
the corresponding linear problem. For envelopes which are also appropriately small in amplitude
an effective constant coefficient equation of the nonlinear Schrödinger (NLS) type can be easily
derived. This equation depends only on the slow variables of the envelope and not on the fine
oscillations in the carrier wave. In order to guarantee that solutions of the effective equation
produce an approximation of solutions of the original problem, the approximation error needs
to be estimated.
The motivation for this analysis is twofold. Firstly, it provides a rigorous justification of the
approximation of wavepackets in nonlinear periodic media in arbitrary dimension via a simple
constant coefficient equation in the slow variables. The fact that only slow variables appear
means also that much coarser discretizations can be used when solving the problem numerically.
Secondly, because the effective NLS-type equation typically supports solitary wave solutions,
the results produce approximate moving solitary waves in periodic media. The velocity of the
solution is asymptotically close to the group velocity of the carrier Bloch wave. Moreover,
certain (e.g. radially symmetric) solitary waves of the effective NLS equation can be easily
found numerically. By choosing carrier waves with different group velocities, we can tune the
velocity of propagation of the pulse. Hence, in principle, close to solitary pulses are produced
in d-dimensional periodic media for any propagation direction. Stability of such solutions is, of
course, of importance but outside the scope of this paper.
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We consider two standard models: the Gross-Pitaevskii equation (GP)
iBtu`∆u´ V pxqu´ σpxq|u|2u “ 0, px, tq P Rd ˆ R
and the semilinear wave equation (NLW)
B2t u “ χ1pxq∆u ´ χ2pxqu´ χ3pxqu3, px, tq P Rd ˆ R.
The coefficients V, σ, χj for j “ 1, 2, 3 are chosen 2π´periodic in each coordinate for simplicity.
The Gross-Pitaevskii equation (sometimes called the periodic nonlinear Schrödinger equa-
tion) describes Bose-Einstein condensates superimposed onto an optical lattice [13, 24, 19]
but it is also an approximate model for light propagating in Kerr-nonlinear photonic crystals
[18, 30, 8, 15].
The semilinear wave equation is a simplified model corresponding to a reduction of the
nonlinear Maxwell equations for Kerr-nonlinear photonic crystals. The main difference is that
the Maxwell equations are quasilinear since they include the term B2t pu3q. The above NLW has
been considered in the same context, for instance, in [4]. A proof of the approximation result
for a quasilinear equation with B2t pu3q has been presented in [17].
Solitary waves, close-to-solitary waves or, more generally, localized coherent waves are of phe-
nomenological as well as applied interest. Mainly in telecommunication and optical computing
such pulses are promising as possible bit-carriers. Periodic media in optics, so called photonic
crystals, are being considered as components in future optical computing, switching and logic.
Nonlinear pulses have been observed in photonic crystals [29] and have been proposed as bit
carriers in the above applications [3, 23]. Also in Bose-Einstein condensates solitary waves have
been observed [9].
The mathematical question of whether an effective equation for the envelope of a wavepacket
truly approximates the dynamics is not trivial. A formally derived effective model can indeed
fail to approximate a solution of the original problem [26, 10, 27]. We show here that for GP
and NLW an approximation holds under some regularity assumptions, a simpleness assumption
on the eigenvalue of the corresponding Bloch eigenvalue corresponding to the carrier and in the
NLW case under a spectral non-resonance condition. We approximate wavepackets of GP via
the ansatz
(1.1) upx, tq « εApεpx´ vgtq, ε2tqpn0px, k0qeipk0¨x´ω0tq
and via two times the real part of the above for the NLW. Here ε ą 0 is a small asymptotic
parameter, A is the (unknown) envelope, pn0px, k0qeipk0¨x´ω0tq is a carrier Bloch-wave, and vg is
its group velocity. Hereby pω0, pn0q is an eigenpair of the Bloch eigenvalue problem and k0 is
a wavevector in the Brillouin zone; for details see below. The dependence of A on ε2t models
a slow temporal modulation of the wavepacket resulting from a periodicity induced dispersion
and from the nonlinearity. The result says, roughly speaking, that if the envelope A satisfies
the effective NLS equation
iBTApX, T q ` 1
2
∇ ¨ pD2ωn0pk0q∇ApX, T qq ` νp|A|2AqpX, T q “ 0, pX, T q P Rd ˆ R,
then for all ε small enough the above ansatz approximates a true solution u on time intervals
r0, cε´2s. Here X “ εpx ´ vgtq, T “ ε2t, k ÞÑ pωnpkqqnPN is the band structure, and ν P R
is an integral of the Bloch eigenfunction pn0p¨, k0q. The precise statements of our results are
Theorems 3 and 4. In one spatial dimension the approximation has been proved for NLW in
[4]. In [21] the (technically simpler) GP case was considered - but only for vg “ 0.
Other wavepackets than those given by ansatz (1.1) are possible. In particular, one can use
an ansatz with several carrier Bloch waves each modulated by an envelope. Because the carrier
waves typically have different group velocities, the envelopes do not depend on one moving
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frame variable, but rather simply on εx and εt. The resulting effective equations are of first
order, so called coupled mode equations (CME). In the GP setting the most general ansatz was
considered in [11], where, however, the question of solitary waves was not considered. In one
dimension CME possess a spectral gap and families of solitary waves, so called gap solitons,
exist [1]. Earlier, CME have been rigorously justified in one dimensional periodic structures
with infinitesimal contrast in [12, 28, 21]. In [6] the proof for the case of arbitrary contrast in
one dimension was provided in a setting leading to gap solitons.
Our approach to justifying the NLS asymptotics for the ansatz (1.1) is similar to that in [4]
for the one dimensional case but we provide a more detailed analysis of the residual. We also
discuss the required regularity of the periodic coefficients V, σ, resp. χj , j “ 1, 2, 3. The re-
quired regularity grows with the dimension d. The proof uses first the Bloch transformation (a
generalization of the Fourier-transform), which transforms the problem from the domain Rd to a
d´dimensional torus with a wavenumber parameter k in the Brillouin zone B. Next, an expan-
sion of the solution in the eigenfunctions of the Bloch eigenvalue problem is applied, which trans-
forms the problem to a system of ordinary differential equations in time parametrized by k P B.
As the Bloch transform in space is an isomorphism between HspRdq and L2pB, HsperpPqq and the
expansion in Bloch eigenfunctions is an isomorphism between L2pB, HsperpPqq and L2pB, l2s{dq,
the authors of [4] work in L2pB, l2s{dq in the Bloch-expansion variables and produce thus an
error estimate in HspRdq. In higher dimensions, however, estimates in L2 (and hence also in
Hs) are more difficult due to the loss of ε powers when evaluating the norm of terms of the
form fpεx, tq. It is namely }fpε¨, tq}L2pRdq “ ε´d{2}fp¨, tq}L2pRdq. This has the effect that for
satisfactory Hs-estimates of the error higher order correction terms have to be included in the
ansatz in order to produce a residual that is small enough as εÑ 0. To avoid this, we work in
L1pB, l2s{dq instead of L2pB, l2s{dq. Although no obvious isomorphism holds between this L1-space
and a space in the physical variables, the supremum x´norm is controlled by the L1pB, l2s{dq-
norm. The use of the L1 space for the justification of amplitude equations appears in [28, 22]
as well as, for example, in Chapter 2 of [21].
The approaches for the equations GP and NLW are analogous but while the nonlinearity
|u|2u in the GP case is gauge invariant, in the NLW case the nonlinearity u3 applied to the
ansatz (1.1) generates higher harmonics, which have to be accounted for in a refined ansatz.
Eliminating the leading order part of the residual at these higher frequencies also leads to a
non-resonance condition for the linear spectral problem. This is an implicit condition on the
linear coefficients χ1 and χ2.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Sec. 2 we collect the functional analytic
results needed in the proof, in particular we review the Bloch transformation, the Bloch eigen-
value problem and the expansion in Bloch eigenfunctions and discuss the regularity of Bloch
eigenfunctions. In Sec. 3 we prove the approximation result for the Gross-Pitaevskii (GP) equa-
tion and in Sec. 4 for the nonlinear wave equation (NLW). In each case we define a modified
(extended) approximation ansatz, for which we calculate the residual and derive the effective
NLS equation. Next, we estimate the residual and the approximation error. Finally, Sec. 5
presents a numerical example for the GP in two dimensions, confirming the ε-convergence of
the error using a solitary wave solution as an example.
2. Functional analytic tools and lemmas
2.1. Bloch transformation. We recall first the definition and some basic properties of the
Bloch transformation. For further information see e.g. [20].
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Using the Fourier transformation
f ÞÑ fˆ , fˆpkq “ 1p2πqd
ż
Rd
fpxqe´ik¨x dx
with the inverse fpxq “ ş
Rd
fˆpkqeik¨x dk, one can formally write
fpxq “
ż
Rd
pfpkqeik¨xdk “ ÿ
mPZd
ż
B
pf pk `mq eipk`mq¨xdk “ ż
B
rfpx, kqeik¨x dk
with B :“ `´1
2
, 1
2
‰d
, and rfpx, kq :“ ÿ
mPZd
pf pk `mq eim¨x.
The Bloch transformation defined for s ě 0 by
T : HspRdq Ñ L2pB, HsperpPqq, f ÞÑ T pfq :“ rf
is an isomorphism [25] with the inverse fpxq “ ş
B
rfpx, kqeik¨x dk. Here P :“ p0, 2πsd and HsperpPq
is the closure of P-periodic C8pRdq functions in the HspPq-norm. A direct calculation shows
that the following properties hold for all f, g P HspRdq and 1 ď j ď d, N Q p ď s:
(2.1) T pfqpx` 2πej, kq “ T puqpx, kq, T pfq px, k ` ejq “ e´ixjT pfqpx, kq,
(2.2) T pBpxjfqpx, kq “ pBxj ` ikjqppT fqpx, kq,
(2.3) T pV fqpx, kq “ V pxqT pfqpx, kq, if V pxq “ V px` 2πejq for 1 ď j ď d,
(2.4) T pfgqpx, kq “ ppT fq ˚B pT gqqpx, kq :“
ż
B
pT fqpx, k ´ lqpT gqpx, lqdl.
In our analysis, however, we do not use L2-estimates of the residual and the asymptotic error
since too many ε-powers are lost in L2. This can be seen from the fact that the residual consists
of functions of the form fpεxqgpxq and }fpε¨qgp¨q}L2pRdq ď ε´d{2}g}L8pRdq}f}L2pRdq. This loss of
ε-powers means that without including higher order correction terms in the ansatz the resulting
asymptotic error is not Opε2q in } ¨ }Hs on the desired time interval r0, cε´2s.
Instead, we work in L1 in the Bloch variable k, which results in supremum-norm estimates
in the physical x-variables. In detail we use the norm
(2.5) }ru}L1pB,HsperpPqq :“ ż
B
}rup¨, kq}HspPqdk.
Although we lose the above isomorphism-property, Lemma 1 guarantees the control of the
supremum norm of u via }ru}L1pB,HsperpPqq.
Lemma 1. Let s ą d{2. There is c ą 0 such that for all u˜ P L1pB, HsperpPqq which satisfy (2.1),
we have for the function upxq :“ ş
B
u˜px, kqeik¨x dk
sup
xPRd
|upxq| ď c}u˜}L1pB,Hs
per
pPqq and upxq Ñ 0 as |x| Ñ 8.
The proof is completely analogous to that of Lemma 2 in [6].
As the next lemma shows, the algebra property of Hs yields the algebra property also for
the space L1pB, HsperpPqq.
Lemma 2. Let u˜, v˜ P L1pB, HsperpPqq with s ą d{2. Then
}u˜ ˚B v˜}L1pB,Hs
per
pPqq ď c}u˜}L1pB,Hs
per
pPqq}v˜}L1pB,Hs
per
pPqq.
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Proof.
}u˜ ˚B v˜}L1pB,HsperpPqq ď c
ż
B
ż
B
}u˜p¨, k ´ lq}HspPq}v˜p¨, lq}HspPqdldk
ď c}u˜}L1pB,HsperpPqq}v˜}L1pB,HsperpPqq,
where the first inequality follows by the algebra property ofHs in d dimensions, i.e. }fg}HspΩq ď
c}f}HspΩq}g}HspΩq for Ω Ă Rd and s ą d{2, see Theorem 5.23 in [2]. The second step follows by
Young’s inequality for convolutions. l
2.2. Bloch eigenvalue problem. Our two examples (GP and NLW) both contain a case of
the spatial operator ´χ1pxq∆` χ2pxq with
(2.6) χmpx` 2πejq “ χmpxq, for all x P Rd, j P t1, . . . , du, m P t1, 2u.
We also make the ellipticity assumption
(2.7) χ1pxq ě γ ą 0, χ2pxq ą 0 for all x P Rd.
Applying the Bloch transformation produces ´χ1pxq|∇` ik|2`χ2pxq. Thus, we consider the
eigenvalue problem
(2.8) Lpkqpnpx, kq “ λnpkqpnpx, kq, x P P, Lpkq :“ ´χ1pxq|∇ ` ik|2 ` χ2pxq
with periodic boundary conditions. The operator Lpkq : H2perpPq Ñ L2perpPq is elliptic and self
adjoint in L2χ1pP,Cq equipped with the inner product xf, gyL2χ1 “
ş
P
fpxqgpxq 1
χ1pxqdx. Because
of χ1pxq ě γ ą 0 the induced norm } ¨ }L2χ1 is equivalent to the usual L2 norm. The operator
has a compact resolvent for each k P B. Hence, we conclude the existence of infinitely many
real eigenvalues λnpkq, n P N, with λnpkq Ñ 8 for nÑ 8. The spectrum specp´χ1∆` χ2q is
real and given by
specp´χ1∆` χ2q “
ď
nPN,kPB
λnpkq,
see [7, Chapter 3]. We order the eigenvalues by size λnpkq ď λn`1pkq for k P B. The graph
pk, λnpkqqnPN is called the band structure. As functions of k the eigenvalues λnpkq are 1-periodic
in every component and analytic away from points of higher multiplicity [16, Sec. VII.2]. The
eigenfunctions ppnp¨, kqqnPN can be chosen to form an orthonormal Schauder basis of L2χ1pPq for
each k P B. As functions of x they are P-periodic and they are quasiperiodic in k:
(2.9) pnpx, k ` ejq “ pnpx, kqe´ixj
for all j P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , du.
Our analysis requires certain regularity of the eigenfunctions. We provide here a simple
Hs-regularity result based on a Fourier series analysis. Although the resulting statement may
not be optimal, it allows fractional exponents s ą 0, which is suitable for us as we work with
u˜p¨, k, tq in HsperpPq.
Lemma 3. Let χ1, χ2 P Hs`d´2`δper pPq with some δ ą 0 satisfy (2.6) and χ1 ě γ ą 0. Then
pnp¨, kq P HsperpPq.
Proof. Because χ1 is bounded away from zero, we can rewrite (2.8) as
´|∇` ik|2w “ ψpxqw, x P P, where ψpxq :“ 1
χ1pxqpλnpkq ´ χ2pxqq
for wp¨q :“ pnp¨, kq. Expanding both w and ψ in the Fourier series
wpxq “
ÿ
nPZd
Wne
in¨x, ψpxq “
ÿ
nPZd
Ψne
in¨x,
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the coefficient vector ~W :“ pWnqnPZd satisfies
(2.10) p|n|2 ` 2k ¨ n` |k|2qWn “ p~Ψ ˚ ~W qn,
where p~Ψ ˚ ~W qn “
ř
jPZd Ψn´jWj and ~Ψ :“ pΨnqnPZd.
For w P HsperpPq we need to show ~W P l2spZdq, i.e.
ř
nPZd |Wn|2p1` |n|2sq ă 8. The idea is to
first show ~W P l2τ pZdq, τ ě 0 ñ ~W P l2τ`2pZdq provided ~Ψ P l2d`τ`δpZdq for some δ ą 0. Then,
if w solves (2.8), then from (2.10) we get p|n|2WnqnPZd P l2τ pZdq, i.e. ~W P l2τ`2pZdq.
We have
}~Ψ ˚ ~W }2l2τ pZdq “
ÿ
nPZd
ˇˇ ÿ
jPZd
Ψn´jWj
ˇˇ2p1` |n|2τ q
ď c
˜ÿ
nPZd
` ÿ
jPZd
|Ψn´j||Wj |p1` |n´ j|τ q
˘2 ` ÿ
nPZd
` ÿ
jPZd
|Ψn´j||Wj |p1` |j|τ q
˘2¸
ď cp}~Ψ}2l1τ pZdq} ~W }2l2pZdq ` }~Ψ}2l1pZdq} ~W }2l2τ pZdqq,
where the last step follows from Young’s inequality for convolutions }f ˚ g}lr ď }f}lp}g}lq for all
p, q, r P r1,8q such that 1` 1
r
“ 1
p
` 1
q
. Next, we use the estimate
|Ψn| ď c|n|a for any ψ P H
apPq, a ą 0,
which follows from |Ψn||n|a ď p
ř
nPZd |Ψn|2p1` |n|2aqq1{2 ď c}ψ}HapPq. Because
ř
nPZd |n|τ´a ă
8 if and only if a ą d` τ , we get ~Ψ ˚ ~W P l2τ pZdq if ~W P l2τ pZdq and ~Ψ P l2d`τ`δpZdq with δ ą 0.
The smoothness w P HsperpPq can thus be concluded if χ1, χ2 P Hd`s´2`δper pPq with some δ ą 0.
l
The asymptotic approximations below assume the This
As our estimates are performed in the Bloch variables and we often expand quantities in k,
we use the Lipschitz continuity of the eigenfunction pn0:
(2.11) }pn0p¨, kq ´ pn0p¨, k0q}L2pPq ď L|k ´ k0|, L ą 0
with some L ą 0 and for all k in a neighborhood of k0. For a simple eigenvalue λn0pkq at
k “ k0 P B this is automatically satisfied, see [16, Sec. VII.2].
In Section 3.5 we need also the Lipschitz continuity of pn0 with respect to k in H
npPq, n ą 0.
In particular we use
Lemma 4. Let q P N, χ1 P H2q´2per pPq, χ2 P H2q´3per pPq, pn0p¨, k0q P H2q´1per pPq, and assume that
λn0pkq is simple at k “ k0. Then
}Lqpkqppn0p¨, kq ´ pn0p¨, k0qq}L2pPq ď L|k ´ k0| for all k P B,
where L “ Lp}pn0p¨, k0q}H2q´1pPq, qq.
Proof. We first note that
Lpkqpn0px, k0q “ Lpk0qpn0px, k0q ` χ1pk ´ k0qT p´2i∇pn0px, k0q ` pk ` k0qpn0px, k0qq
“ λn0pk0qpn0px, k0q ` α1px, k, k0q,
where }α1p¨, k, k0q}L2pPq ď c|k´ k0|. Using a straightforward induction argument, one can show
that under the conditions on χ1, χ2 and pn0p¨, k0q
Lpkqqpn0px, k0q “ λqn0pk0qpn0px, k0q ` αqpx, k, k0q, with }αqp¨, k, k0q}L2pPq ď c|k ´ k0|,
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where c “ cp}pn0p¨, k0q}H2q´1pPqq. Then
}Lpkqqppn0p¨, kq ´ pn0p¨, k0qq}L2pPq “
››λqn0pkqpn0p¨, kq ´ λqn0pk0qpn0p¨, k0q ´ αqp¨, k, k0q››L2pPq
ď |λqn0pkq ´ λqn0pk0q|}pn0p¨, kq}L2pPq
` |λqn0pk0q|}pn0p¨, kq ´ pn0p¨, k0q}L2pPq ` }αqp¨, k, k0q}L2pPq
ď L|k ´ k0|
with L “ Lp}pn0p¨, k0q}H2q´1pPq, qq. In the last step we used (2.11) and the Lipschitz continuity
of k ÞÑ λn0pkq [5]. l
2.3. Expansion in the Bloch eigenfunctions. The completeness of the eigenfunctions al-
lows to expand any function u˜p¨, k, tq P HsperpPq. This in turn diagonalizes the operator Lpkq,
see equations (3.5) and (4.2).
We write
(2.12) rupx, k, tq “ ÿ
nPN
Unpk, tqpnpx, kq, Unpk, tq :“ xrup¨, k, tq, pnp¨, kqyL2χ1pPq.
Because of (2.1) and (2.9) we have
(2.13) Unpk ` ej , tq “ Unpk, tq for all 1 ď j ď d, n P N, k P Rd.
Next, we show that the diagonalization operator
(2.14) D : L1
`
B, HsperpPq
˘Ñ X psq :“ L1pB, l2s{dq, ru ÞÑ ~U :“ pUnqnPN,
is an isomorphism. This is shown in Lemma 6. Note that }~U}X psq :“
ş
B
}~Upkq}l2
s{d
dk and
(2.15) l2s{d :“
#
~v “ pvnqnPN P l2pRdq : }~v}2l2
s{d
“
ÿ
nPN
n
2s
d |vn|2 ă 8
+
.
Hence, we can perform our estimates interchangeably in L1pB, HsperpPqq and X psq.
In order to show the isomorhism property of D we first show the same for the k´dependent
operator
(2.16) Dpkq : HsperpPq Ñ l2s{d, rup¨, kq ÞÑ ~Upkq :“ pUnpkqqnPN.
Lemma 5. For all s ě 0 and k P B the operator Dpkq, defined in (2.16), is an isomorphism
between HsperpPq and l2s{d and there exists a δpkq ą 0 with }Dpkq}, }D´1pkq} ď δpkq. It is
supkPB δpkq ď C ă 8.
Proof. The proof is completely analogous to that for the case d “ 1 in Lemma 3.3 in [4].
The main difference is that the asymptotics of the eigenvalues of Lpkq in d dimensions are
C1n
2{d ď λnpkq ď C2n2{d, k P B, n P N with some C1, C2 ą 0. l
Lemma 6. For s ą d
2
D : L1
`
B, HsperpPq
˘Ñ X psq, ru ÞÑ ~U
is an isomorphism.
Proof. We write ~Upkq “ Dpkqrup¨, kq. Because of Lemma 5 there are c1, c2 ą 0 such that for all
k P B the estimates
}rup¨, kq}HspPq ď c1}~Upkq}l2
s{d
and
}~Upkq}l2
s{d
ď c2}rup¨, kq}HspPq
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are valid. It follows on the one hand
}ru}L1pB,HsperpPqq ď c1 ż
B
}~Upkq}l2
s{d
dk “ c1}~U}X psq,
on the other hand
}~U}X psq ď c2
ż
B
}rup¨, kq}HspPqdk “ c2}ru}L1pB,HsperpPqq.
l
Note that due to the periodicity of the coefficients ~Up¨, tq
}Unp¨, tq}L1pBq “ }Unp¨, tq}L1pB`k0q for all k0 P B
and thanks to the quasiperiodicity of the Bloch transform in k, we have
(2.17) ru ˚B rv “ ru ˚B`k0 rv for all k0 P B
because
pru ˚B`k0 rvqpx, kq “ ż
B`k0
rupx, k ´ lqrvpx, lq dl “ ÿ
aPZd
ż
pB`k0´aqXB
rupx, k ´ l ´ aqrvpx, l ` aq dl
“
ÿ
aPZd
ż
pB`k0´aqXB
rupx, k ´ lqrvpx, lq dl “ pru ˚B rvqpx, kq.
We make use of these invariances of the norm and the convolution with respect to the k0´shift
in the proofs of the main results.
3. The Gross-Pitaevskii Equation
We consider first the Gross-Pitaevskii equation (GP)
(3.1) iBtu`∆u´ V pxqu´ σpxq|u|2u “ 0, px, T q P Rd ˆ R
with d P N and the periodic coefficients V, σ such that
(3.2) V px` 2πejq “ V pxq, σpx` 2πejq “ σpxq for all x P Rd, j P t1, . . . , du, and V ą 0,
where ej is the j-th Euclidean unit vector in R
d.
The formal asymptotic approximation is a wavepacket centered at a linear carrier wave, i.e. a
Bloch wave. Bloch waves are determined from the Bloch eigenvalue problem (2.8) with χ1 ” 1
and χ2 :“ V . The eigenfunctions ppnp¨, kqqnPN are L2pPq´orthogonal in the Schrödinger case.
The eigenvalues λn play in the Schrödinger case the role of temporal frequencies, hence we use
the notation
ωnpkq :“ λnpkq, k P B
We select a k0 P B and n0 P N, such that ωn0pk0q is simple. The resulting Bloch wave is
pn0px, k0qeipk0¨x´ω0tq, where ω0 :“ ωn0pk0q. This carrier propagates in the linear model (σ ” 0)
at the group velocity
vg :“ ∇ωn0pk0q.
Hence, we expect the wavepacket to propagate at the same velocity and we make the following
ansatz for an approximate solution of (3.1)
(3.3) uapppx, tq “ εApεpx´ vgtq, ε2tqpn0px, k0qeipk0¨x´ω0tq.
As shown in Sec. 3.1, the effective equation for the envelope A is
(3.4) iBTApX, T q ` 1
2
∇ ¨ pD2ωn0pk0q∇ApX, T qq ` νp|A|2AqpX, T q “ 0, pX, T q P pRd ˆ Rq,
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where T :“ ε2t, X :“ εpx´ vgtq,∇ “ ∇X , and
ν :“ ´xσp¨q|pn0p¨, k0q|2pn0p¨, k0q, pn0p¨, k0qyL2pPq.
Our main result is
Theorem 7. Let V P H2d´2`δper pPq and σ P Hd`δper pPq with some δ ą 0 satisfy (3.2). Assume
that the Bloch eigenvalue ωn0 :“ λn0 of (2.8) with χ1 ” 1 and χ2 :“ V is simple at k “ k0
with the corresponding eigenfunction pn0p¨, k0q. For every solution A of (3.4) with the regularitypA P C1pr0, T0s;L2pRdqXL1βpRdqq for some T0 ą 0 and β ě 3 with β ą 2d there exist ε0 ą 0 and
C ą 0 such that for all ε P p0, ε0q the solution u of (3.1) with initial data upx, 0q “ uapppx, 0q
is continuous and satisfies
sup
xPRd
|upx, tq ´ uapppx, tq| ď Cε2 for all t P r0, T0ε´2s
as well as the decay upx, tq Ñ 0 for |x| Ñ 8.
The space L1βpRdq is defined as
L1βpRdq :“ tf P L1pRdq :
ż
Rd
|fpyq|p1` |y|βq dy ă 8u.
A large part of the analysis is carried out after applying DT to the problem, i.e. we work with
the Bloch expansion coefficients Unpk, tq. The expansion (2.12) leads to the infinite dimensional
ODE-system
(3.5) iBtUnpk, tq “ ωnpkqUnpk, tq ` xσp¨qpr¯u ˚B ru ˚B ruqp¨, k, tq, pnp¨, kqyL2pPq.
3.1. Formal derivation of the effective NLS-equation. The effective equation (3.4) for
the envelope comes as a necessary condition for making the residual small. We work in the
Bloch variables, substitute the approximate ansatz (3.3) in (3.1) and collect terms of equal ε-
power. In fact, (3.4) is derived carefully in Sec. 3.3 but we present here a shorter non-rigorous
version, which gives more insight.
Using (2.2), (2.3), (2.4), and (2.9), the Bloch transformation of the approximate ansatz is
(3.6)ruapppx, k, tq “ ε1´d ÿ
mPZd
pAˆk ´ k0 `m
ε
, T
˙
pn0px, k0 ´mqe´iαpk`m,k0qt, px, k, tq P Pˆ,Bˆ R
where, for brevity, we use the shorthand notation
αpk, k0q :“ ωn0pk0q ` pk ´ k0q ¨ vg.
Expanding in the orthonormal basis of the Bloch-functions ppnp¨, kqqnPNruapppx, k, tq “ ÿ
nPN
Uappn pk, tqpnpx, kq,
we have the coefficients
(3.7)
Uappn pk, tq “ ε1´d
ÿ
mPZd
pAˆk ´ k0 `m
ε
, T
˙
xpn0p¨, k0´mq, pnp¨, kqyL2pPqe´iαpk`m,k0qt, pk, tq P BˆR.
Next, some non-rigorous approximations follow. These are all justified in Sec. 3.3 and 3.4.
First, due to the concentration of pApε´1p¨ ´ k0q, ε2tq near k0 we set pApε´1p¨ ´ k0q, ε2tq to zero
outside Bεrp0q with some r P p0, 1q. Next, we approximate all pnp¨, kq by pnp¨, k0q. The compact
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support in k implies that for k P B`k0 we can reduce the sum over m P Zd to the one summand
with m “ 0 if ε ą 0 is sufficiently small. As a result
ruapppx, k, tq « ε1´d pAˆk ´ k0
ε
, T
˙
pn0px, k0qe´iαpk,k0qt, px, k, tq P Pˆ pB` k0q ˆ R,
(3.8)
Uappn pk, tq « ε1´d pAˆk ´ k0ε , T
˙
xpn0p¨, k0q, pnp¨, k0qyL2pPqe´iαpk,k0qt, pk, tq P pB` k0q ˆ R,
(3.9)
“ ε1´d pAˆk ´ k0
ε
, T
˙
δn,n0e
´iαpk,k0qt, pk, tq P pB` k0q ˆ R.(3.10)
Outside B` k0 the approximation of ruapppx, k, tq in (3.8) is defined via the quasiperiodicity in
k, see (2.1), and the approximation of Uappn pk, tq in (3.10) via the 1´periodicity in k, see (2.13).
Next, we consider (3.5), where we Taylor-expand ωn0pkq near k “ k0 and on the compact
support of the ansatz, i.e. in the εr-neighborhood of k0, we approximate
ωn0pkq « ωn0pk0q ` pk ´ k0qT∇ωn0pk0q `
1
2
pk ´ k0qTD2ωn0pk0qpk ´ k0q.
If we substitute these approximations in (3.5), all terms at Opε1´dq and Opε2´dq vanish due
to ω0 “ ωn0pk0q and vg “ ∇ωn0pk0q. At Opε3´dq we get on the left hand side
piBT pApκ, T q´ 1
2
κTD2ωn0pk0qκ pApκ, T qqe´iαt´ εd´3xσp¨qpr¯uapp ˚B ruapp ˚B ruappqp¨, k, tq, pn0p¨, kqyL2pPq
with
κ :“ k ´ k0
ε
.
Approximating again pn0p¨, kq by pn0p¨, k0q, we get, analogously to (3.22), for k P B` k0
xσp¨qpr¯uapp ˚B ruapp ˚B ruappqp¨, k, tq, pn0p¨, kqyL2pPq
« ´ε3´dνe´iαt
ż
B
2εr´1 p0q
ż
B
εr´1 p0q
pApκ´ h, T q pAph´ l, T q pApl, T q dl dh
“ ´ε3´dνe´iαtppA ˚ pA ˚ pAqpκ, T q
This leads us to the condition
iBT pA´ 1
2
κTD2ωn0pk0qκ pA` νpA ˚ pA ˚ pA “ 0, pκ, T q P pRn ˆ Rq,
which is the effective NLS equation (3.4) in Fourier variables.
3.2. Definition of the extended ansatz. In order to produce a small enough residual, we
modify the approximate ansatz ruapp in (3.6) to the, so called, extended ansatz ruext. After
estimating the resulting residual and the approximation error uext´ u, we also estimate uapp´
uext and use the triangle inequality to show the smallness of u ´ uapp. We use the following
modifications of ~Uapp in (3.7). Firstly, we cut the k-support on B` k0 to a small neighborhood
of k0, which is motivated by the strong localization of pApε´1p¨ ´ k0q, T q near k0. Secondly,
we replace in U extn0 the inner product xpn0p¨, k0 ´ mq, pn0p¨, kqyL2pPq by 1. On the support of
U extn0 p¨, tq within B ` k0 this incurs a small error. In U extn , n ‰ n0 we denote the envelopes by
ε2 pBn. Lastly, we add correction terms of higher ε-order which are designed to cancel out those
next-to-leading order (in ε) terms in the residual terms which do not vanish after imposing the
effective equation (3.4) on A.
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For this we define pAr pκ, T q :“ XB
εr´1p0qpκq pA pκ, T q
with r P p0, 1q to be chosen at a later stage of the proof. The extended ansatz is given by
(3.11) ruextpx, k, tq “ ÿ
nPN
U extn pk, tqpnpx, kq
with
(3.12) U extn pk, tq :“ ε1´d
ÿ
mPZd
pAnˆk ´ k0 `m
ε
, T
˙
e´iαpk`m,k0qt, pk, tq P pB` k0q ˆ R,
where
(3.13) pAn0pκ, T q :“ pArpκ, T q, pAn‰n0pκ, T q :“ ε2 pBnpκ, T q.
In order for ruext to define the Bloch transform of a function, we need to extend the coefficients
outside B` k0 periodically in k, i.e. U extn pk ` ej, tq “ U extn pk, tq for j P t1, . . . du and all n P N.
From the quasiperiodicity pnpx, k` ejq “ pnpx, kqe´ixj we get for ruext the 1´quasiperiodicity in
k from (2.1). The functions pBn from (3.13) will be later chosen such that the residual of (3.11)
in (3.5) is sufficiently small. Due to the compact support of pAr also the support of pBn will be
compact, namely
(3.14) suppp pBnq Ă B3εr´1p0q
as follows from (3.25).
The compact support of pAr and pBn implies that in (3.12) for k P B ` k0 we can reduce the
sum over m P Zd to the one summand with m “ 0 if ε ą 0 is sufficiently small. Therefore, we
have
(3.15) U extn pk, tq “ ε1´d pAnˆk ´ k0ε , T
˙
e´iαpk,k0qt, k P B` k0, n P N.
3.3. Calculation of the residual. For the extended ansatz (3.11) we define the following
residual corresponding to equation (3.5).
(3.16)
Resnpk, tq :“ ´iBtU extn pk, tq`ωnpkqU extn pk, tq`xσp¨qprsuext˚B`k0ruext˚B`k0ruextqp¨, k, tq, pnp¨, kqyL2pPq.
Note that the convolutions in the nonlinear term can be written over B`k0 due to (2.17). The
time derivative term is
´iBtU extn pk, tq “ ´ ε1´d
”
ωn0pk0q pAn pκ, T q e´iαpk,k0qtı´ ε2´d ”κT∇kωn0pk0q pAn pκ, T q e´iαpk,k0qtı
´ ε3´d
”
iBT pAn pκ, T q e´iαpk,k0qtı
for all n P N, where κ “ k´k0
ε
. The first two of these terms are clearly eliminated in Resn0 by
rewriting ωn0pkq via its Taylor expansion. We write
(3.17) ωn0pkq “ ωn0pk0q ` pk ´ k0qTvg `
1
2
pk ´ k0qTD2ωn0pk0qpk ´ k0q ` ϕpkq,
where ϕpkq denotes the error in the Taylor approximation.
Next, we concentrate on the nonlinear term in (3.16). Because of rsupx, k, tq “ srupx,´k, tq we
have rsuextpx, k, tq “ ÿ
nPN
ε1´dxĎAnˆk ` k0
ε
, T
˙
eiαpk,k0qtpnpx, kq, k P ´B´ k0,
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such that for k P B` k0
(3.18)
xσp¨qprsuext ˚B`k0 ruext ˚B`k0 ruextqp¨, k, tq, pnp¨, kqyL2pPq
“ε3´3d
ÿ
a,bPZ
ż
B`k0
ż
Bεr pk0q
xĎAn0 ˆk ´ h ` k0 ´ aε , T
˙ pAn0 ˆh´ l ´ k0 ` bε , T
˙ pAn0 ˆ l ´ k0ε , T
˙
ˆ bnn0,n0,n0p´k ` h` a, h ´ l ` b, l, kqdldhe´iαpk´a`b,k0qt `Rε5´d,npk, tq,
where
(3.19)
Rε5´d,npk, tq :“ ε3´3d
ÿ
λ,µ,ρPN
pλ,µ,ρq‰pn0,n0,n0q
ÿ
a,bPZ
ż
B`k0
ż
B3εr pk0q
xĎAλˆk ´ h` k0 ´ a
ε
, T
˙
ˆ pAµˆh´ l ´ k0 ` b
ε
, T
˙ pAρˆ l ´ k0
ε
, T
˙
bnλ,µ,ρp´k ` h ` a, h´ l ` b, l, kqdldhe´iαpk´a`b,k0qt,
with
Z :“  z P Zd : |zj | ď 1, 1 ď j ď d(
and
bnλ,µ,ρpc, d, e, fq :“ xσp¨qpλp¨, cqpµp¨, dqpρp¨, eq, pnp¨, fqyL2pPq, n, λ, µ, ρ P N.
Note that the domain for the l´integrals has been reduced from B ` k0 to Bεrpk0q (resp.
B3εrpk0q) due to the compact support of pAn. Note that in (3.18) and in (3.19) we have used
pnpx, kq “ pnpx,´kq.
The term Rε5´d,n collects higher order nonlinearity terms, i.e. those where at least one of
λ, µ, ρ is not n0, such that all terms in Rε5´d,n are of the formal order ε
5´d. This power of ε
results after the variable changes l˜ :“ pl´k0q{ε and h˜ :“ ph´2k0q{ε in the integral and because
at least one of the pAi’s is ε2 pBi. Note that the summation over a, b P Z is necessary as h ´ l,
resp. k ´ h do not always lie in B` k0 resp. B´ k0 if k, h P B` k0, l P Bεrpk0q. For k P B` k0
it is, however, a “ b due to the support of pAn. This can be seen as follows. In (3.18) due
to suppp pAn0q Ă Bεr´1p0q, l P Bεrpk0q, and h P B ` k0 it is h ´ l ´ k0 ` b P Bεrp0q if and only
if h P B2εrp2k0 ´ bq. For the argument of xĎAn0 we have due to h P B2εrp2k0 ´ bq analogously
k P B3εrpk0` a´ bq. Hence, for k P B` k0, it must be a “ b because otherwise |a´ b| ě 1 such
that k0 ` a ´ b R B` k0. Therefore, the double integral in (3.18) isÿ
aPZ
ż
B2εr p2k0´aqXpB`k0q
ż
Bεr pk0q
xĎAn0 ˆk ´ h` k0 ´ aε , T
˙ pAn0 ˆh´ l ´ k0 ` aε , T
˙ pAn0 ˆ l ´ k0ε , T
˙
ˆ bnn0,n0,n0p´k ` h ` a, h´ l ` a, l, kqdldhe´iαpk,k0qt.
After the substitution h1 :“ h ` a it is easy to see that the sum over a simply produces
the h1´integral over the full B2εrp2k0q. The calculation for Rε5´d,n is completely analogous.
Renaming h1 to h again, we get for k P B` k0
xσp¨qprsuext˚B`k0ruext ˚B`k0 ruextqp¨, k, tq, pnp¨, kqyL2pPq
“ε3´3d
ż
B2εr p2k0q
ż
Bεr pk0q
xĎAn0 ˆk ´ h ` k0ε , T
˙ pAn0 ˆh´ l ´ k0ε , T
˙ pAn0 ˆ l ´ k0ε , T
˙
ˆ bnn0,n0,n0p´k ` h, h´ l, l, kqdldhe´iαpk,k0qt `Rε5´d,npk, tq,(3.20)
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where
Rε5´d,npk, tq “ε3´3d
ż
B6εr p2k0q
ż
B3εr pk0q
ÿ
λ,µ,ρPN
pλ,µ,ρq‰pn0,n0,n0q
xĎAλˆk ´ h` k0
ε
, T
˙ pAµˆh ´ l ´ k0
ε
, T
˙
ˆ pAρˆ l ´ k0
ε
, T
˙
bnλ,µ,ρp´k ` h, h´ l, l, kqdldh e´iαpk,k0qt.(3.21)
We further rewrite the leading order nonlinear term using the variables
rl :“ l ´ k0
ε
, rh :“ h´ 2k0
ε
.
Clearly rl P Bεr´1p0q and rh P B2εr´1p0q and we have for k P B` k0
(3.22)
xσp¨qprsuext ˚B`k0 ruext ˚B`k0 ruextqp¨, k, tq,pnp¨, kqyL2pPq
“ ε3´d
ż
B
2εr´1 p0q
ż
B
εr´1 p0q
xĎAn0 ´κ´ rh, T¯ pAn0 ´rh ´ rl, T¯ pAn0 ´rl, T¯
ˆrbnn0,n0,n0pκ,rh,rlqdrldrhe´iαpk,k0qt `Rε5´d,npk, tq,
where rbnλ,µ,ρpκ,rh,rlq :“ bnλ,µ,ρpεprh´ κq ` k0, εprh´ rlq ` k0, εrl ` k0, εκ` k0q.
Next, in order to recover the effective NLS equation (3.4), we approximate in the case n “ n0
the function rbn0n0,n0,n0pκ,rh,rlq by its value at ε “ 0 and the convolution of pAn0 by the full space
convolution of pA. For that we recall from (3.4)
ν “ ´bn0n0,n0,n0pk0, k0, k0, k0q
and we write
xσp¨qprsuext ˚B`k0 ruext ˚B`k0 ruextqp¨, k, tq, pn0p¨, kqyL2pPq
“´ νε3´dχB
εr´1 p0qpκq
´xĎA ˚Rd pA ˚Rd pA¯ pκ, T q e´iαpk,k0qt ` ψpk, tq `Rε5´d,npk, tq,
where
(3.23)
ψpk, tq :“´ νε3´d
´xĎAn0 ˚B2εr´1 p0q pAn0 ˚Bεr´1p0q pAn0 ´ χBεr´1p0qxĎA ˚Rd pA ˚Rd pA¯ pκ, T q e´iαpk,k0qt
` ε3´d
ż
B
2εr´1p0q
ż
B
εr´1p0q
xĎAn0 ´κ´ rh, T¯ pAn0 ´rh´ rl, T¯ pAn0 ´rl, T¯
ˆ
´rbn0n0,n0,n0pκ,rh,rlq ´ bn0n0,n0,n0pk0, k0, k0, k0q¯ drldrh e´iαpk,k0qt.
Collecting now all terms of the residual (3.16) and using for n “ n0 the effective NLS equation
(3.4), we obtain
Resn0pk, tq “ε3´d
”
´iBT pAr pκ, T q ` 12κTD2ωn0pk0qκ pAr pκ, T q
´νχB
εr´1 p0qpκq
´xĎA ˚Rd pA ˚Rd pA¯ pκ, T qı e´iαpk,k0qt ` ψpk, tq ` ϕpkqU extn0 pk, tq `Rε5´d,n0pk, tq
“ψpk, tq ` ϕpkqU extn0 pk, tq `Rε5´d,n0pk, tq(3.24)
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and
Resn‰n0pk, tq “ε3´dp´ωn0pk0q ` ωnpkqq pBn pκ, T q e´iαpk,k0qt
´ε3´dpk ´ k0qT∇kωn0pk0q pBn pκ, T q e´iαpk,k0qt
`ε3´d
ż
B
2εr´1 p0q
ż
B
εr´1p0q
xĎAn0 ´κ´ rh, T¯ pAn0 ´rh ´ rl, T¯ pAn0 ´rl, T¯
ˆrbnn0,n0,n0pκ,rh,rlqdrldrhe´iαpk,k0qt
`Rε5´d,npk, tq ´ ε5´diBT pBnˆk ´ k0
ε
, T
˙
e´iαpk,k0qt.
We complete the definition of the extended ansatz in (3.11), (3.12), and (3.13) by the subse-
quent choice of
(3.25)
pBnˆk ´ k0
ε
, T
˙
:“ 1
ηnpk, k0q
ż
B
2εr´1 p0q
ż
B
εr´1p0q
xĎAr ´κ´ rh, T¯ pAr ´rh´ rl, T¯
ˆ pAr ´rl, T¯rbnn0,n0,n0pκ,rh,rlqdrldrh
with
(3.26) ηnpk, k0q :“ ωn0pk0q ` pk ´ k0qTvg ´ ωnpkq.
This choice eliminates all terms of formal order ε3´d in Resn‰n0 such that
(3.27) Resn‰n0pk, tq “ Rε5´d,npk, tq ´ ε5´diBT pBnˆk ´ k0ε , T
˙
e´iαpk,k0qt.
The above definition of pBn satisfies the condition suppp pBnq Ă B3εr´1p0q in (3.14) due to the
double convolution structure. Also note that due to our assumption of the simpleness of ωn0 at
k “ k0, the denominator ηnpk, k0q is bounded away from zero for all k P B3εrpk0q, n ‰ n0 and
ε ą 0 small enough.
3.4. Estimation of the residual. We estimate pResnpk, tqqnPN in X psq “ L1pB, l2s{dq. For
that we first show the smallness (as ε Ñ 0) of the leading order parts }ψp¨, tq}L1pBq and
}ϕp¨qU extn0 p¨, tq}L1pBq. Next, for ε5´dBT pBn ` ¨´k0ε , T ˘ and Rε5´d,np¨, tq we first estimate each of
these in L1pBq by a constant cnpεq such that pcnpεqqn P l2s{d. Note that ε-independent constants
are denoted by C and their meaning often changes from one line to the next.
We have
(3.28)
}ψp¨, tq}L1pB`k0q “ εd}ψpε ¨ `k0, tq}L1p Bε q
ď|ν|ε3
›››´xĎAr ˚B2εr p0q pAr ˚Bεr p0q pAr ´ χBεr´1p0qxĎA ˚Rd pA ˚Rd pA¯ p¨, T q›››L1p Bε q
` ε3
ż
B
3εr´1p0q
ż
B
2εr´1 p0q
ż
B
εr´1 p0q
ˇˇˇxĎAr ´κ´ rh, T¯ pAr ´rh´ rl, T¯ pAr ´rl, T¯ˇˇˇ
ˆ
ˇˇˇrbn0n0,n0,n0pκ,rh,rlq ´ bn0n0,n0,n0pk0, k0, k0, k0qˇˇˇ drldrhdκ,
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in which the multilinearity of bn0n0,n0,n0 provides
|bn0n0,n0,n0pk0 ` εprh´ κq, εprh´ rlq ` k0, εrl ` k0, εκ` k0q ´ bn0n0,n0,n0pk0, k0, k0, k0q|
ď|bn0n0,n0,n0pk0 ` εprh´ κq, k0 ` εprh´ rlq, k0 ` εrl, k0 ` εκq
´ bn0n0,n0,n0pk0, k0 ` εprh´ rlq, k0 ` εrl, k0 ` εκq|
` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` |bn0n0,n0,n0pk0, k0, k0, k0 ` εκq ´ bn0n0,n0,n0pk0, k0, k0, k0q|.
In every summand we use the Cauchy-Schwarz-inequality, the Lipschitz-continuity of the Bloch-
functions (2.11) and the algebra-property of the Hs-norm for s ą d{2. For example, provided
σ, pn0p¨, k0q P HsperpPq, the last summand yields
|bn0n0,n0,n0pk0, k0, k0, k0 ` εκq ´ bn0n0,n0,n0pk0, k0, k0, k0q|
ďCε|κ|L}σp¨qpn0p¨, k0qpn0p¨, k0qpn0p¨, k0q}HspPq ď Cε|κ|L}σp¨q}HspPq}pn0p¨, k0q}3HspPq ď Cε|κ|.
TheHs-regularity of pn0p¨, k0q follows if V P HaperpPq with a ą s`d´2, see Lemma 3. Altogether
we get ˇˇˇrbn0n0,n0,n0pκ,rh,rlq ´ bn0n0,n0,n0pk0, k0, k0, k0qˇˇˇ ď Cε´|κ´ rh| ` |rh ´ rl| ` |rl| ` |κ|¯ .
Hence, the second term in (3.28) is bounded by
Cε4
ż
B
3εr´1 p0q
ˆ
hpκq
ˇˇˇ´xĎAr ˚B
2εr´1 p0q
pAr ˚B
εr´1p0q
pAr¯ pκ, T qˇˇˇ` ˇˇˇ´hxĎAr ˚B
2εr´1 p0q
pAr ˚B
εr´1p0q
pAr¯ pκ, T qˇˇˇ
`
ˇˇˇ´xĎAr ˚B
2εr´1 p0q h
pAr ˚B
εr´1p0q
pAr¯ pκ, T qˇˇˇ` ˇˇˇ´xĎAr ˚B
2εr´1p0q
pAr ˚B
εr´1p0q h
pAr¯ pκ, T qˇˇˇ ˙dκ,
where hpκq :“ |κ|. This can be estimated with Young’s inequality for convolutions by
(3.29) Cε4} pArp¨, T q}L1
1
pB
εr´1 p0qq} pArp¨, T q}2L1pBεr´1 p0qq ď Cε4} pAp¨, T q}3L11pRdq.
For an estimate of the first term in (3.28) we denote by ´ rA the tail of pA, i.e.
(3.30) rApκ, T q :“ `XB
εr´1 p0qpκq ´ 1
˘ pApκ, T q.
Obviously, pAr “ pA` rA.
The smallness of the tail is demonstrated by the following calculation.
} rAp¨, T q}L1pRdq “ }pχBεr´1p0qp¨q ´ 1q pAp¨, T q}L1pRdq
“ }pχB
εr´1p0qp¨q ´ 1qp1` | ¨ |q´βp1` | ¨ |qβ pAp¨, T q}L1pRdq
ď }p1` | ¨ |qβ pAp¨, T q}L1pRdq sup
κPRd
|pχB
εr´1p0qpκq ´ 1qp1` |κ|q´β |
“ } pAp¨, T q}L1
β
pRdq sup
κPRd,|κ|ąεr´1
|p1` |κ|q´β| ď εp1´rqβ} pAp¨, T q}L1
β
pRdq(3.31)
if β ą 0 and pAp¨, T q P L1βpRdq.
We esimate the first term in (3.28) via›››´xĎAr ˚B
2εr´1 p0q
pAr ˚B
εr´1 p0q
pAr¯ p¨, T q ´ χB
εr´1p0qp¨q
´xĎA ˚Rd pA ˚Rd pA¯ p¨, T q›››
L1p Bε q
ď I1 ` I2,
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where
I1 :“
›››´xĎAr ˚B
2εr´1p0q
pAr ˚B
εr´1p0q
pAr ´xĎA ˚Rd pA ˚Rd pA¯ p¨, T qˇˇˇ }L1p Bε q
I2 :“
›››χε´1BzB
εr´1p0qp¨q
´xĎA ˚Rd pA ˚Rd pA¯ p¨, T q›››
L1p Bε q
.
For I1 we have
I1 “
›››´pxĎA `ĂĎAq ˚Rd p pA ` rAq ˚Rd p pA` rAq ´xĎA ˚Rd pA ˚Rd pA¯ p¨, T q›››
L1p Bε q
ď
›››´ĂĎA ˚Rd pA ˚Rd pA¯ p¨, T q›››
L1pRdq
`
›››´xĎA ˚Rd rA ˚Rd pA¯ p¨, T q›››
L1pRdq
`
›››´xĎA ˚Rd pA ˚Rd rA¯ p¨, T q›››
L1pRdq
` terms quadratic or cubic in rA
ďC
´
} rAp¨, T q}L1pRdq} pAp¨, T q}2L1pRdq ` } rAp¨, T q}2L1pRdq} pAp¨, T q}L1pRdq ` } rAp¨, T q}3L1pRdq¯
ďCεp1´rqβ} pAp¨, T q}3L1
β
pRdq.(3.32)
For I2 we first define rAp1{3qpκ, T q :“ ˆ1´ χB
εr´1
3
p0qpκq
˙ pApκ, T q. Due to (3.31) we have
} rAp1{3qp¨, T q}L1pRdq ď `13˘p1´rqβ εp1´rqβ} pAp¨, T q}L1βpRdq.
Next, because´
pχB
εr´1{3p0q
pAq ˚Rd pχBεr´1{3p0q pAq ˚Rd pχBεr´1{3p0q pAq¯ pκ, T q “ 0 for κ P ε´1BzBεr´1p0q,
we have
I2 “
›››χε´1BzB
εr´1p0qp¨q
´ĂĎAp1{3q ˚Rd pA ˚Rd pA
` χB
εr´1{3p0q
pA ˚Rd pA ˚Rd p rAp1{3q ` χBεr´1{3p0q pAq¯ p¨, T q›››L1p Bε q
ď Cεp1´rqβ} pAp¨, T q}3L1
β
pRdq.(3.33)
In summary using (3.29),(3.32), and (3.33),
}ψp¨, tq}L1pBq ď Cε4
´
} pAp¨, T q}3L1
1
pRdq ` } pAp¨, T q}3L1
β
pRdqε
p1´rqβ´1
¯
.
For an optimal estimate we need to set the free parameter β so that p1´ rqβ ´ 1 ě 0, i.e.
(3.34) β ě 1
1´ r .
Because r P p0, 1q, it is then β ą 1 and we get
(3.35) }ψp¨, tq}L1pBq ď Cε4} pAp¨, T q}3L1
β
pRdq
under the regularity condition pAp¨, T q P L1βpRdq.
For an estimate of }ϕp¨qU extn0 p¨, tq}L1pBq we first prove the following lemma
Lemma 8. Let a, b ě 0, D P L1a`bpRdq, and g P L1pRdq with |gpkq| ď C|k ´ k0|b for all k P Rd
and some C ą 0. Then
}gpε ¨ `k0qDp¨q}L1apRdq ď Cεb}D}L1a`bpRdq.
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Proof. The proof follows by the multiplication with p1 ` |κ|q´bp1 ` |κ|qb directly from the
definition of the weighted L1-norm. It is
}gpε ¨ `k0qDp¨q}L1apRdq “
ż
Rd
p1` |κ|qa|gpεκ` k0q||Dpκq|dκ “
ż
Rd
|gpεκ` k0q|
p1` |κ|qb p1` |κ|q
a`b|Dpκq|dκ
ď Cεb sup
κPRd
|κ|b
p1` |κ|qb
ż
Rd
p1` |κ|qa`b|Dpκq|dκ ď Cεb}D}L1
a`bpRdq.
l
Because
|ϕpkq| “
ˇˇˇˇ
ωn0pkq ´
2ÿ
|α|“0
Dαωn0pk0q
α!
pk ´ k0qα
ˇˇˇˇ
ď C|k ´ k0|3,
we can use Lemma 8 with b “ 3 and a “ 0 to obtain
}ϕp¨qU extn0 p¨, tq}L1pBq “
››››ϕp¨qε1´d pAr ˆ ¨ ´ k0ε , T
˙
e´iαpk,k0qt
››››
L1pBq
ďε
››››ϕpε ¨ `k0q pArp¨, T q››››
L1p B´k0ε q
ď Cε4
›››› pAr p¨, T q ››››
L1
3p B´k0ε q
ď Cε4} pAp¨, T q}L1
3
pRdq(3.36)
provided pAp¨, T q P L13pRdq.
At this point we can set our technical parameter r P p0, 1q. Estimate (3.36) provides the
restriction β ě 3 and due to (3.34) we need r P p0, 2{3q. We can set, e.g., r :“ 1
2
.
Let us now turn to the terms››››ε5´dBT pBnˆ ¨ ´ k0ε , T
˙››››
L1pBq
and }Rε5´d,np¨, tq}L1pBq
for n P N. We make use of the asymptotic distribution of the eigenvalues ωnpkq, see [14, p.55],
(3.37) C1n
2{d ď ωnpkq ď C2n2{d, k P B, n P N
with C1, C2 ą 0, in order to pull a k-independent factor cnpεq with pcnqn P l2s{d out of these
expressions. Firstly, we have
(3.38)
1
|ηnpk, k0q| ď Cn
´ 2
d , n P Nztn0u, k P Bεrpk0q
for all ε ą 0 small enough (see also the discussion below (3.26)). Secondly,
|bnλ,µ,ρp´k ` h, h´ l, l, kq| “ |ωnpkq´q||xσp¨qpλp¨, k ´ hqpµp¨, h´ lqpρp¨, lq, ωnpkqqpnp¨, kqyL2pPq|
“|ωnpkq´q||xσp¨qpλp¨, k ´ hqpµp¨, h´ lqpρp¨, lq,Lpkqqpnp¨, kqyL2pPq|
ď|ωnpkq´q| }Lpkqq pσp¨qpλp¨, k ´ hqpµp¨, h´ lqpρp¨, lqq}L2pPq ,
in which we made use of the self-adjointness of L, the Cauchy-Schwarz-inequality, and the
normalization of the Bloch-functions. The asymptotic distribution of eigenvalues in (3.37)
yields
(3.39) |bnλ,µ,ρp´k ` h, h´ l, l, kq| ď Cλ,µ,ρn´
2q
d , n P N, k, h, l P Rd
if Lpkqq pσp¨qpλp¨, k ´ hqpµp¨, h´ lqpρp¨, lqq P L2pPq. Since L is of second order, we need to
require the H2qpPq-regularity of σp¨qpλp¨, k ´ hqpµp¨, h ´ lqpρp¨, lq. This holds by the algebra
property of H2qpPq with q ą d{4 if σ P H2qpPq and pnp¨, kq P H2qpPq for all n P N. A sufficient
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condition for the regularity of the Bloch functions pn is V P HaperpPq, a ą 2q`d´2, cf. Lemma
3. Estimate (3.39) thus holds if
V P H2q`d´2`δper pPq, σ P H2qpPq, q ą d{4, δ ą 0.
For }ε5´dBT pBn ` ¨´k0ε , T ˘ }L1pBq we use (3.38) and (3.39) with λ “ µ “ ρ “ n0. With the help
of Young’s inequality for convolutions we get››››ε5´dBT pBnˆ ¨ ´ k0ε , T
˙››››
L1pBq
“
›››› ε5´dηnp¨, k0q
ż
B
2εr´1p0q
ż
B
εr´1p0q
BT
„xĎAr ˆ ¨ ´ k0
ε
´ rh, T˙(3.40)
ˆ pArprh´ rl, T q pArprl, T qırbnn0,n0,n0 ´ ¨´k0ε ,rh,rl¯ drldrh››››
L1pBq
ďCε5´dn´ 2`2qd
››››ˆBTxĎAr ˚B2εr´1 p0q pAr ˚Bεr´1 p0q pAr `xĎAr ˚B2εr´1p0q BT pAr ˚Bεr´1p0q pAr
`xĎAr ˚B
2εr´1 p0q
pAr ˚B
εr´1 p0q BT pAr˙ˆ ¨ ´ k0ε , T
˙››››
L1pBq
ďCε5n´ 2`2qd }BT pAp¨, T q}L1pRdq} pAp¨, T q}2L1pRdq(3.41)
if BT pAp¨, T q P L1pRdq, pAp¨, T q P L1pRdq, V P H2q`d´2`δper pPq, σ P H2qpPq, q ą d{4, δ ą 0. For the
l2s{d-summability in n, we have to require
2s
d
´ 4`4q
d
ă ´1, hence
q ą s
2
` d
4
´ 1.
It remains to estimate }~Rε5´dp¨, tq}X psq. For this we first introduce a notation for the leading
and the higher order parts of the extended ansatz. Namely,
u˜
p0q
extpx, k, tq :“ U extn0 pk, tqpn0px, kq, u˜p1qextpx, k, tq :“
ÿ
n‰n0
U extn pk, tqpnpx, kq.
We estimate these separately in
Lemma 9. Let s ą d{2. If V P HaperpPq, σ P H2qperpPq with a ą maxt2q ` d ´ 2, s ` d ´ 2u,
q ą s
2
` d
4
´ 1, then
}u˜p0qextp¨, ¨, tq}L1pB,HsperpPqq ď Cε} pAp¨, T q}L1pRdq, }u˜p1qextp¨, ¨, tq}L1pB,HsperpPqq ď Cε3} pAp¨, T q}3L1pRdq.
Proof. For the leading order part we have
}u˜p0qextp¨, ¨, tq}L1pB,HsperpPqq ď C}U extn0 }L1pB`k0q “ Cε} pArp¨, T q}L1pε´1Bq ď Cε} pAp¨, T q}L1pRdq,
where the HspPq-regularity of pn0p¨, k0q follows from V P HaperpPq with a ą s`d´2, cf. Lemma
3.
For n ‰ n0 we get
(3.42) }U extn p¨, tq}L1pB`k0q “ Cε3n´
2`2q
d } pAp¨, T q}3L1pRdq
if V P HaperpPq, σ P H2qpPq with a ą 2q` d´ 2 analogously to the calculation leading to (3.41).
If q ą s
2
` d
4
´ 1, the l2s{d-summability in n holds and we have
}u˜p1qext}L1pB,HsperpPqq ď Cε3} pAp¨, T q}3L1pRdq.
l
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We note now that
~Rε5´d “Dpσs˜up1qext ˚B`k0 u˜p0qext ˚B`k0 u˜p0qextq ` 2Dpσs˜up0qext ˚B`k0 u˜p1qext ˚B`k0 u˜p0qextq
` 2Dpσs˜up1qext ˚B`k0 u˜p1qext ˚B`k0 u˜p0qextq `Dpσs˜up0qext ˚B`k0 u˜p1qext ˚B`k0 u˜p1qextq
`Dpσs˜up1qext ˚B`k0 u˜p1qext ˚B`k0 u˜p1qextq.
With the help of the isomorphism property of D and the algebra property in Lemma 2 we get
}~Rε5´dp¨, tq}X psq ď c}σ}HspPq
´
}u˜p1qext}L1pB,HsperpPqq}u˜p0qext}2L1pB,HsperpPqq ` }u˜
p1q
ext}2L1pB,HsperpPqq}u˜
p0q
ext}L1pB,HsperpPqq
`}u˜p1qext}3L1pB,HsperpPqq
¯
ď cε5,
where c ă 8 if pAp¨, T q P L1pRdq. In the last step we used Lemma 9.
To summarize, we have for any s ą d{2
(3.43) } ~Resp¨, tq}X psq ď Cresε4
if pAp¨, T q P L13pRdq, BT pAp¨, T q P L1pRdq, σ P H2qperpPq, and V P HaperpPq
for some
a ą maxt2q ` d´ 2, s` d´ 2u, q ą max
"
s
2
` d
4
´ 1, d
4
*
.
3.5. Estimation of the error. We first rewrite equation (3.5) in the vector form
(3.44) iBt~U “W pkq~U ` ~F p~U, ~U, ~Uq
with
W pkq :“ diagppωnpkqqnPNq, ~Upk, tq :“ pUnpk, tqqnPN,
~F p~U, ~U, ~Uq :“ `xσp¨qprsu ˚B ru ˚B ruqp¨, k, tq, pnp¨, kqyL2pPq˘nPN .
Analogously to ~U we define ~U ext and consider first the error generated by the extended ansatz,
i.e.
~Epk, tq :“ ~Upk, tq ´ ~U extpk, tq.
Equation (3.44) is equivalent to
iBt ~E “W pkq ~E `Gp~U ext, ~Eq,
where
Gp~U ext, ~Eq :“ pResnpk, tqqnPN ` ~F p~U, ~U, ~Uq ´ ~F p~U ext, ~U ext, ~U extq.
The variation of constants produces
(3.45) ~Eptq “ ~Ep0q `
ż t
0
Spt´ τqGp~U ext, ~Eqpτqdτ
in which Sptqtě0, given by Sptq “ e´itW : X psq Ñ X psq, is a uniformly bounded strongly
continuous semigroup. We first need an estimate of the nonlinearity }Gp~U ext, ~Eqp¨, tq}X psq. For
the sake of brevity we leave out the t´dependence in the following calculation. Due to (3.43)
it is
}Gp~U ext, ~Eq}X psq ď Cresε4 ` }~F p~U, ~U, ~Uq ´ ~F p~U ext, ~U ext, ~U extq}X psq.
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Next, using the isomorphism property of D and the algebra property in Lemma 2, we have›››~F p~U, ~U, ~Uq ´ ~F p~U ext, ~U ext, ~U extq›››
X psq
ď C ››σ `rsu ˚B ru ˚B ru´ rsuext ˚B ruext ˚B ruext˘››L1pB,HsperpPqq
ď C
´
}ruext}2L1pB,HsperpPqq}re}L1pB,HsperpPqq ` }ruext}L1pB,HsperpPqq}re}2L1pB,HsperpPqq ` }re}3L1pB,HsperpPqq¯
ď C
´
}~U ext}2
X psq} ~E}X psq ` }~U ext}X psq} ~E}2X psq ` } ~E}3X psq
¯
,
where repx, k, tq :“ řnPNEnpk, tqpnpx, kq.
Using Lemma 9, we have
}~U extp¨, tq}X psq ď cp}u˜p0qextp¨, ¨, tq}L1pB,HsperpPqq ` }u˜p1qextp¨, ¨, tq}L1pB,HsperpPqqq ď cε
if pAp¨, T q P L1pRdq with a ą maxt2q ` d ´ 2, s ` d ´ 2u, q ą s
2
` d
4
´ 1. In that case we thus
have ›››Gp~U ext, ~Eq›››
X psq
ď Cresε4 ` c1
´
ε2} ~E}X psq ` ε} ~E}2X psq ` } ~E}3X psq
¯
.
Next, we need to estimate } ~Ep¨, 0q}X psq in (3.45). Because of our assumption ~Up¨, 0q “ ~Uappp¨, 0q,
it suffices to estimate ~U ext ´ ~Uapp. This is done in Lemma 10 and leads to
(3.46) } ~Ep¨, 0q}X psq ď c0ε2
if V P HaperpPq, σ P H2qperpPq with some a ą 2q` d´ 2 and q ą s2 ` d4 and if pAp¨, 0q P L1βpRdq with
some β ą 2q ` d. The above estimates and the unitary property of S imply
} ~Ep¨, tq}X psq ď c0ε2 ` tCResε4 ` c1
ż t
0
ε2} ~Ep¨, τq}X psq ` ε} ~Ep¨, τq}2X psq ` } ~Ep¨, τq}3X psqdτ.
For convenience, we define ~E :“ ε´2 ~E and using a bootstrapping argument and Gronwall’s
inequality, we show that if pAp¨, T q P L1βpRdq for all T P r0, T0s, then there is M ą 0 and ε0 ą 0
such that }~Ep¨, tq}X psq ďM for all t P r0, ε´2T0s if ε P p0, ε0q.
As long as }~Ep¨, tq}X psq ď M (which, by continuity, holds on a non-empty time interval for
any M ą c0), we have
}~Ep¨, tq}X psq ď c0 ` tε2
`
Cres ` c1pεM2 ` ε2M3q
˘` c1ε2 ż t
0
}~Ep¨, τq}X psq dτ.
Gronwall’s inequality then produces
}~Ep¨, tq}X psq ď
“
c0 ` tε2
`
Cres ` c1pεM2 ` ε2M3q
˘‰
ec1ε
2t
as long as }~Ep¨, tq}X psq ďM . Next, we make a suitable choice of M and ε0. Namely, we set
M :“ rc0 ` T0pCres ` 1qs ec1T0
and choose ε0 so small that
c1pε0M2 ` ε20M3q ď 1.
Then }~Ep¨, tq}X psq ďM for all t P r0, ε´2T0s if ε P p0, ε0q, as desired.
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Finally, the estimate in Theorem 7 follows by applying Lemma 1, the isomorphism property
of D, Lemma 10, as well as the triangle inequality.
sup
xPRd
sup
tPr0,T0ε´2s
|upx, tq ´ uapppx, tq| ď sup
xPRd
sup
tPr0,T0ε´2s
C}rupx, ¨, tq ´ ruapppx, ¨, tq}L1pB,HsperpPqq
ďC sup
tPr0,T0ε´2s
´
}p~U ´ ~U extqp¨, tq}X psq ` }p~U ext ´ ~Uappqp¨, tq}X psq
¯
ďC sup
tPr0,T0ε´2s
´
} ~Ep¨, tq}X psq ` }p~U ext ´ ~Uappqp¨, tq}X psq
¯
ď Cε2
if ε P p0, ε0q. In addition, due to ru ´ ruapp P L1pB, HsperpPqq Lemma 1 gives also the decay
|upx, tq ´ uapppx, tq| Ñ 0 for |x| Ñ 8.
Lemma 10. If V P HaperpPq and σ P H2qperpPq with some a ą 2q ` d ´ 2, q ą s2 ` d4 , andpAp¨, T q P L1βpRdq with some β ą 2q ` d, then there is c ą 0 such that
}p~Uapp ´ ~Uextqp¨, tq}X psq ď c
´
ε2} pAp¨, T q}L1
β
pRdq ` ε3} pAp¨, T q}3L1pRdq¯
for all ε ą 0 small enough.
Proof. We estimate first }pUappn0 ´U extn0 qp¨, tq}L1pB`k0q and then separately }U extn p¨, tq}L1pB`k0q and}Uappn p¨, tq}L1pB`k0q with n ‰ n0. Recall that Uappn and U extn are defined in (3.7) and (3.15)
respectively. With the notation
πn,mpkq :“ xpn0p¨, k0 ´mq, pnp¨, kqyL2pPq
we have
}pU extn0 ´ Uappn0 qp¨, tq}L1pB`k0q
“ ε1´d
›››››XBε1{2 pk0qp¨q pA
ˆ ¨ ´ k0
ε
, T
˙
´
ÿ
mPZd
pAˆ ¨ ´ k0 `m
ε
, T
˙
πn0,mp¨qe´im¨vgt
›››››
L1pB`k0q
ď ε1´d
˜››››p1´ πn0,0p¨qq pAˆ ¨ ´ k0ε , T
˙››››
L1pB
ε1{2
pk0qq
`
›››› pAˆ ¨ ´ k0ε , T
˙››››
L1pRdzB
ε1{2
pk0qq
¸
.
Recall that we have set r :“ 1{2 above. Using the normalization of the Bloch waves and their
Lipschitz continuity with respect to k, we get
|1´ πn0,0pkq| “ |xpn0p¨, k0q, pn0p¨, k0q ´ pn0p¨, kqyL2pPq| ď L|k ´ k0|
for all k P B` k0. Next, the tail of pA is estimated via›››› pAˆ ¨ ´ k0ε , T
˙››››
L1pRdzB
ε1{2
pk0qq
“ εd} rAp¨, T q}L1pRdq ď εd`β{2} pAp¨, T q}L1
β
pRdq
for any β ą 0 as shown in (3.31). Hence
(3.47) }pU extn0 ´ Uappn0 qp¨, tq}L1pB`k0q ď ε2L} pAp¨, T q}L11pRdq ` cεβ{2`1} pAp¨, T q}L1βpRdq.
Next, we consider the indices n ‰ n0. }U extn p¨, tq}L1pB`k0q is estimated in (3.42). For
}Uappn p¨, tq}L1pB`k0q “
›››››ε1´d ÿ
mPZd
pAˆ ¨ ´ k0 `m
ε
, T
˙
πn,mp¨q
›››››
L1pB`k0q
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we first estimate |πn,mpkq|. For n ‰ n0, q P N, and V P HapPq, a ą 2q ` d´ 3, is
|πn,0pkq| “ |ωnpkq|´q|xpn0p¨, k0q ´ pn0p¨, kq, ωnpkqqpnp¨, kqyL2pPq|
ď cn´ 2qd }Lpkqqppn0p¨, k0q ´ pn0p¨, kqq}L2pPq
ď cp}pn0p¨, k0q}H2q´1pPqqn´
2q
d |k ´ k0|, k P B` k0(3.48)
thanks to the Lipschitz continuity of the Bloch functions in Lemma 4.
For n ‰ n0 and m ‰ 0 we estimate
|πn,mpkq| ď cn´
2q
d }Lpkqqppn0p¨, k0 ´mq ´ pn0p¨, kqq}L2pPq
ď cn´ 2qd `ωn0pkqq ` }Lpkqqpn0p¨, k ´mq}L2pPq˘ .
Because pn0px, k ´mq “ pn0px, kqeim¨x, it is }Lpkqqpn0p¨, k ´mq}L2pPq ď c|m|2q if V P HapPq,
a ą 2q ` d´ 2 (see Lemma 3) and we get
(3.49) |πn,mpkq| ď cn´
2q
d |m|2q k P B` k0, m P Zd, n ‰ n0.
We write next
}Uappn p¨, tq}L1pB`k0q ďε1´d
››› pA´ ¨
ε
, T
¯
πn,0p¨ ` k0q
›››
L1pBq
` ε1´d
ÿ
mPZdzt0u
››› pA´ ¨
ε
, T
¯
πn,mp¨ ` k0 ´mq
›››
L1pB`mq
.
In the second term we have got only the tail of pA, which we estimate viaż
B`m
ˇˇˇˇ pAˆk
ε
, T
˙ˇˇˇˇ
dk “ εd
ż
ε´1pB`mq
ˇˇˇ pApκ, T qˇˇˇ dκ
ď εd} pAp¨, T q}L1
β
pRdq sup
κPε´1pB`mq
p1` |κ|q´β ď cεd`β|m|´β} pAp¨, T q}L1
β
pRdq.(3.50)
Combining (3.48), (3.49), and (3.50) yields
(3.51)
}Uappn p¨, tq}L1pB`k0q ď cn´
2q
d
¨˝
ε2} pAp¨, T q}L1
1
pRdq ` ε1`β} pAp¨, T q}L1
β
pRdq
ÿ
mPZdzt0u
|m|2q´β‚˛, n ‰ n0.
For the m´sum we need to require β ą 2q ` d, i.e. we need pAp¨, T q P L1βpRdq with β ą 2q ` d.
Finally, if q ą s
2
` d
4
, then (3.47), (3.42) and (3.51) prove the result. l
The required regularity on V and σ follows from the conditions in (3.43), in Lemma 10, and
from s ą d{2 needed in Lemma 1. Namely, it suffices to set q ą d
2
because then there exists an
s ą d{2 such that q ą s
2
` d
4
. The requirements in (3.43) and Lemma 10 produce the conditions
σ P Hd`δper pPq, V P H2d´2`δper pPq with some δ ą 0.
4. A Nonlinear Wave Equation
We consider next the semilinear wave equation (NLW)
(4.1) B2t u “ χ1pxq∆u ´ χ2pxqu´ χ3pxqu3, px, tq P Rd ˆ R
with χj : R Ñ R, χjpx ` 2πeiq “ χjpxq for all x P Rd, 1 ď j ď 3 and 1 ď i ď d and
χ1pxq ě γ ą 0, χ2pxq ą 0 for all x P Rd.
An obvious change compared to the GP is that now the equation is real, hence the solution
ansatz is to be chosen real. In practice, for our approximate wavepacket ansatz, we take twice
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the real part of the GP-ansatz (with pn0 being eigenfunctions of a different eigenvalue problem).
The analysis is for the most part analogous to the GP case. The main modification is caused
by the fact that the nonlinearity u3 (as opposed to |u|2u) generates higher harmonics. For an
ansatz at a fixed frequency ω0 the nonlinearity u
3 generates residual terms also at frequencies
˘3ω0, which have to be accounted for.
In order to keep the notation simple, we recycle and change the meaning of some of the
symbols from Section 3. We also work on the same periodicity cell P “ p0, 2πsd.
4.1. Introduction, first order formulation and the approximate ansatz. In the wave
equation case temporal frequencies are square roots of the positive eigenvalues λnpkq of Lpkq.
Hence we define
ωn :“
a
λn, ω´n :“ ´
a
λn, n P N.
The eigenfunctions pnpx, kq are chosen such that for each k P B they form an L2χ1pPq-orthonormal
system.
Applying DT , i.e. the Bloch transformation and the L2χ1pPq-projection onto the Bloch eigen-
functions pnp¨, kq, we get
(4.2) B2tUnpk, tq “ ´ω2npkqUnpk, tq ´ xχ3p¨qpru ˚B ru ˚B ruqp¨, k, tq, pnp¨, kqyL2χ1 , k P B, t ą 0,
where rupx, k, tq “ řnPN Unpk, tqpnpx, kq. We reformulate equation (4.2) as a first order ODE-
system using similar variables to those in [4]. Namely, we define Vnpk, tq :“ ωnpkq´1BtUnpk, tq
and Zn :“ pUn, VnqT . This yields
BtZnpk, tq “
ˆ
0 ωnpkq
´ωnpkq 0
˙
Znpk, tq ´
ˆ
0
ωnpkq´1xχ3p¨qpru ˚B ru ˚B ruqp¨, k, tq, pnp¨, kqyL2χ1
˙
,
which after diagonalization is equivalent to
iBt rZnpk, tq “ ˆωnpkq 00 ω´npkq
˙ rZnpk, tq ´ iQˆ 0ωnpkq´1xχ3p¨qpru ˚B ru ˚B ruqp¨, k, tq, pnp¨, kqyL2χ1
˙
for rZn :“ QZn, Q :“ 1?
2
p 1 i1 ´i q .
Finally, we write ´ rznrz´n ¯ :“ rZn.
The vector pz˜nqnPZ0 , where Z0 :“ Zzt0u, satisfies the system
(4.3) iBtrznpk, tq ´ ωnpkqrznpk, tq ´ 1?
2
ωnpkq´1xχ3p¨qpru ˚B ru ˚B ruqp¨, k, tq, pnp¨, kqyL2χ1 “ 0
for all n P Z0.
Let us define rvpx, k, tq :“ řnPN Vnpk, tqpnpx, kq. For each k P B we denote by rDpkq the
expansion-diagonalization operator, i.e.rDpkq : ´ rup¨,k,tqrvp¨,k,tq¯ ÞÑ ´rZnpk, tq¯
nPN
.
Formally, the inverse is given by
(4.4) rDpkq´1 ´prznpk, tqqnPZzt0u¯ pxq “ 1?2
ˆř
nPNprzn ` rz´nqpk, tqpnpx, kqř
nPN iprz´n ´ rznqpk, tqpnpx, kq
˙
“
ˆrupx, k, tqrvpx, k, tq
˙
,
where rvpx, k, tq “ řnPN Vnpk, tqpnpx, kq. We denote then by rD the collective operator rD :´ rup¨,¨,tqrvp¨,¨,tq ¯ ÞÑ ´ rZnp¨, tq¯
nPN
.
Similarly to Lemma 6 we have
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Lemma 11. For s ą d
2
the maprD : L1pB, HsperpPq ˆHsperpPqq Ñ X psq :“ L1pB, l2s{dpNq ˆ l2s{dpNqq – L1pB, l2s{dpZzt0uqq
with
} prznp¨, tqqnPZzt0u }X psq “ ż
B
} prznpk, tqqnPZzt0u }l2s{ddk “ ż
B
˜ ÿ
nPZzt0u
|n|2s{d|rznpk, tq|2¸1{2 dk
is an isomorphism.
We define next our approximate ansatz for a pulse solution. For a given k0 P B and n0 P N
we define again vg :“ ∇ωn0pk0q and look for a solution u of (4.1) close to the ansatz
(4.5) uapppx, tq “ εApεpx´ vgtq, ε2tqpn0px, k0qeipk0¨x´ω0tq ` c.c.,
where c.c. denotes the complex conjugate. Note that this ansatz is analogous to (3.3) except
we take here the real part. In the Bloch variables u˜ “ T u the ansatz reads
(4.6)
u˜apppx, k, tq “ε1´d
ÿ
mPZd
pAˆk ´ k0 `m
ε
, T
˙
e´iΛ1pk`m,k0qtpn0px, k0 ´mq
`ε1´d
ÿ
mPZd
xĎAˆk ` k0 `m
ε
, T
˙
e´iΛ´1pk`m,k0qtpn0px,´k0 ´mq,
where
Λjpk, k0q :“ jω0 ` pk ´ jk0q ¨ vg, T :“ ε2t.
Our main result for the nonlinear wave equation is
Theorem 12. Let χ1,2 P H2d´2`δper pPq and χ3 P Hd`δper pPq with some δ ą 0 satisfy (2.6) and
(2.7). Assume that the Bloch eigenvalue λn0pkq of Lpkq in (2.8) is simple at k “ k0 with the
corresponding eigenfunction pn0p¨, k0q. In addition assume that the nonresonance condition
(4.7) inf
pn,jqPtZ0ˆt˘1,˘3uu
pn,jqRtpn0,1q,p´n0,´1qu
|jωn0pk0q ´ ωnpjk0q| ą 0
holds. Consider the ansatz uapp in (4.5). For every solution A of (3.4) with ν given in (4.15)
and with the regularity pA P Cpr0, T0s;L2pRdq X L1β`1pRdqq, BT pA P Cpr0, T0s;L1βpRdqq for some
T0 ą 0 and β ą 2d there exist ε0 ą 0 and C ą 0 such that for all ε P p0, ε0q the solution of
(4.1) with initial data upx, 0q “ uapppx, 0q is continuous and satisfies
sup
xPRd
|upx, tq ´ uapppx, tq| ď Cε2 for all t P r0, T0ε´2s
as well as the decay upx, tq Ñ 0 for |x| Ñ 8.
Because we work again with the expansion coefficients pUnqnPN of u˜, we calculate these next
for u˜app. They are
Uappn pk, tq “ε1´d
ÿ
mPZd
pAˆk ´ k0 `m
ε
, T
˙
e´iΛ1pk`m,k0qtπ`n,mpkq
`ε1´d
ÿ
mPZd
xĎAˆk ` k0 `m
ε
, T
˙
e´iΛ´1pk`m,k0qtπ´n,mpkq
with the notation
π˘n,mpkq :“ xpn0p¨,˘k0 ´mq, pnp¨, kqyL2χ1pPq.
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For z˜appn pk, tq :“ 1?2 pUappn pk, tq ` iω´1n pkqBtUappn pk, tqq , n P N we get
z˜appn “ z˜app,leadn `Rappn ,
where
z˜app,leadn pk, tq :“ε1´d
?
2
ÿ
mPZd
pAˆk ´ k0 `m
ε
, T
˙
e´iΛ1pk`m,k0qtπ`n,mpkq,
Rappn pk, tq :“ε1´d
ÿ
mPZd
ωn0pk0q ` pk `m´ k0q ¨ vg ´ ωnpkq?
2ωnpkq
ˆ
ˆ pAˆk ´ k0 `m
ε
, T
˙
e´iΛ1pk`m,k0qtπ`n,mpkq
´ε1´d
ÿ
mPZd
ωn0pk0q ´ pk `m` k0q ¨ vg ´ ωnpkq?
2ωnpkq
ˆ
ˆxĎAˆk ` k0 `m
ε
, T
˙
e´iΛ´1pk`m,k0qtπ´n,mpkq
`ε3´d i?
2ωnpkq
ÿ
mPZd
BT pAˆk ´ k0 `m
ε
, T
˙
e´iΛ1pk`m,k0qtπ`n,mpkq
`ε3´d i?
2ωnpkq
ÿ
mPZd
BTxĎAˆk ` k0 `m
ε
, T
˙
e´iΛ´1pk`m,k0qtπ´n,mpkq.
And for z˜app´n pk, tq :“ 1?2 pUappn pk, tq ´ iω´1n pkqBtUappn pk, tqq , n P N we get
z˜
app
´n pk, tq “
?
2ε1´d
ÿ
mPZd
xĎAˆk ` k0 `m
ε
, T
˙
e´iΛ´1pk`m,k0qtπ´n,mpkq ´Rappn pk, tq.
4.2. Definition of the extended ansatz. Analogously to the GP case the approximate
ansatz does not produce a small enough residual. Hence, we define a modified (“extended”)
ansatz. An added complexity compared to the GP case is that the residual evaluated at
the approximate ansatz includes higher harmonics generated by the nonlinearity. We get
u3apppx, tq “ ε3pA3pn0px, k0q3e3ipk0¨x´ω0tq ` 3|A|2A|pn0px, k0q|2pn0px, k0qeipk0¨x´ω0tq ` c.c.q. These
higher harmonics are accounted for by correction terms in the extended ansatz.
rzextn0 pk, tq :“ ε1´d?2 ÿ
mPZd
pAr ˆk `m´ k0
ε
, T
˙
e´iΛ1pk`m,k0qt
(4.8)
` ε3´d
ÿ
jPt´1,˘3u
ÿ
mPZd
pAn0,j ˆk `m´ jk0ε , T
˙
e´iΛjpk`m,k0qt, pk, tq P Bˆ R
rzext´n0pk, tq :“ ε1´d?2 ÿ
mPZd
xĎAr ˆk `m` k0
ε
, T
˙
e´iΛ´1pk`m,k0qt
(4.9)
` ε3´d
ÿ
jPt1,˘3u
ÿ
mPZd
pA´n0,j ˆk `m´ jk0ε , T
˙
e´iΛjpk`m,k0qt, pk, tq P Bˆ R
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Further for n ‰ ˘n0
(4.10) rzextn pk, tq :“ ε3´d ÿ
jPt˘1,˘3u
ÿ
mPZd
pAn,j ˆk `m´ jk0
ε
, T
˙
e´iΛjpk`m,k0qt, pk, tq P Bˆ R.
All envelope functions pAr, pAn,j are chosen to have a compact support, namely
suppp pArp¨, T qq Ă Bεr´1p0q, suppp pAn,jp¨, T qq Ă B3εr´1p0q for all n, j and some r P p0, 1q.
Once again, pAr will be chosen as the cut-off of the Fourier transform of a solution to the effective
NLS equation and pAn,j will be explicit functions of pAr.
Note that in contrary to the GP case we cannot drop the m-sums in the formulas forrzextn pk, tq, k P B despite the compact supports of the envelopes because rzextn pk, tq consists of
several terms centered at different k-points. Outside B the functions rzextn p¨, tq are defined by
1-periodicity in each coordinate direction.
For the variable ru the extended ansatz is given by
(4.11) ruextpx, k, tq :“ 1?
2
ÿ
nPN
przextn ` rzext´nqpk, tqpnpx, kq.
The residual corresponding to equation (4.3) is
(4.12) Resnpk, tq :“ iBtrzextn pk, tq ´ ωnpkqrzextn pk, tq ´ snpk, tq, n P Z0,
where
(4.13) snpk, tq :“ 1?
2ωnpkq
xχ3p¨qpruext ˚B ruext ˚B ruextqp¨, k, tq, pnp¨, kqyL2χ1 .
The functions pAr and pAn,j will be chosen in Sec. 4.3 such that the residual is sufficiently small
and such that the leading order part
rzext, leadn0 pk, tq :“ ε1´d?2 ÿ
mPZd
pAr ˆk `m´ k0
ε
, T
˙
e´iΛ1pk`m,k0qt
is close to rzappn0 pk, tq. This and some direct estimates will lead to the smallness of rzapp ´ rzext
in Lemma 13 similarly to Lemma 10 for the GP. Note that in the leading order part of the
extended ansatz the m´sum can be dropped due to the support of pAr. We have namely
rzext, leadn0 pk, tq “ ε1´d?2 pAr ˆk ´ k0ε , T
˙
e´iΛ1pk,k0qt, k P B` k0.
Analogously, we define rzext, lead´n0 as the Opε1´dq-term in rzext´n0 and we set rzext, leadn :“ 0 for |n| ‰ n0.
We also use the notation
rup0qextpx, k, tq :“ 1?
2
ÿ
nPN
przext,leadn ` rzext,lead´n qpk, tqpnpx, kq,
rup1qext :“ ruext ´ rup0qext.
4.3. Calculation of the residual. The difficult part of the residual is the nonlinearity sn in
(4.13). We split the nonlinearity into the leading order part and the higher order rest
sn “ sleadn ` shotn ,
where
sleadn pk, tq :“
1?
2ωnpkq
xχ3p¨qprup0qext ˚B rup0qext ˚B rup0qextqp¨, k, tq, p|n|p¨, kqyL2χ1
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and
shotn pk, tq :“
1?
2ωnpkq
”
3xχ3p¨qprup0qext ˚B rup0qext ˚B rup1qextqp¨, k, tq, p|n|p¨, kqyL2χ1
`3xχ3p¨qprup0qext ˚B rup1qext ˚B rup1qextqp¨, k, tq, p|n|p¨, kqyL2χ1
` xχ3p¨qprup1qext ˚B rup1qext ˚B rup1qextqp¨, k, tq, p|n|p¨, kqyL2χ1ı .
A similar calculation to that in Section 3.3 leads to
sleadn “
ÿ
JPt˘1,˘3u
sleadn,J ,
where for each J the term sleadn,J denotes those contributions which are concentrated near Jk0,
i.e.,
sleadn,J pk, tq :“ ε3´d
ÿ
j1,j2,j3Pt˘n0u
Sj1,j2,j3“J
ż
B
2εr´1p0q
ż
B
εr´1p0q
Γj1p pArqpκ´ h, T qΓj2p pArqph ´ l, T qΓj3p pArqpl, T qˆ
ˆ βnj1,j2,j3pκ´ h, h´ l, l, κq dl dhe´iΛJpJk0`εκ,k0qt, k P B` Jk0,
where
Sj1,j2,j3 :“
3ÿ
m“1
signpjmq, κ :“ k ´ Sj1,j2,j3k0
ε
,Γjp pArq :“ # pAr, if j “ n0,xĎAr, if j “ ´n0,
and
βnj1,j2,j3pκ´ h, h´ l, l, κq :“
2
ωnpkqxχ3p¨qp|j1|p¨,´ signpj1qk0 ` εph´ κqqˆ
ˆ p|j2|p¨, signpj2qk0 ` εph´ lqqp|j3|p¨, signpj3qk0 ` εlq, p|n|p¨, Sj1,j2,j3k0 ` εκqyL2χ1 .
The residual has the leading order part at the formal order Opε3´dq. We call this part Reslead.
Below, in Sec. 4.3.1-4.3.3 we first study Reslead and then in Sec. 4.3.4 the higher order rest
Reshot :“ Res´Reslead. We first consider Resn0pk, tq for k near k0 in Sec. 4.3.1 and Res´n0pk, tq
near k “ ´k0 in Sec. 4.3.2. The envelope pAr will have to be chosen as the (truncated) Fourier
transform of a solution to an effective NLS equation in order to make these residual components
small. Afterwards, in Sec. 4.3.4, the other contributions to Respk, tq will be considered andpAn,j chosen in dependence on pAr in order to make Resn small.
4.3.1. The leading order part Resleadn0 pk, tq for k P B3εrpk0q. The relevant leading order nonlinear
term of χB3εr pk0qpkqResn0pk, tq is that part of sleadn0 which is concentrated near k0. It is the term
sleadn0,1pk, tq “3ε3´d
ż
B
2εr´1 p0q
ż
B
εr´1 p0q
xĎArpκ´ h, T q pArph ´ l, T q pArpl, T qˆ
ˆ βn0´n0,n0,n0ph´ κ, h´ l, l, κq dl dhe´iΛ1pk0`εκ,k0qt,
where
(4.14) κ :“ k ´ k0
ε
.
Just like in the GP case we approximate the integrand by a double convolution of pA on Rd and
the coefficient βn0´n0,n0,n0pκ ´ h, h´ l, l, κq by
(4.15) ν :“ 3?
2
βn0´n0,n0,n0p0, 0, 0, 0q.
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This leads to
sleadn0,1pk, tq “ ε3´d
?
2νχBεr p0qpkqpxĎA ˚Rd pA ˚Rd pAqpκ, T qe´iΛ1pk0`εκ,k0qt ` ψpk, tq,
where
ψpk, tq :“ε3´dν
”
pxĎAr ˚B
2εr´1 p0q
pAr ˚B
εr´1p0q
pArqpκ, T q ´ χB
εr´1 p0qpκqpxĎA ˚Rd pA ˚Rd pAqpκ, T qıˆ
ˆ e´iΛ1pk0`εκ,k0qt
` ε3´d
ż
B
2εr´1 p0q
ż
B
εr´1 p0q
xĎArpκ´ h, T q pArph ´ l, T q pArpl, T qˆ
ˆ p3βn0´n0,n0,n0ph´ κ, h´ l, l, κq ´
?
2νq dl dhe´iΛ1pk0`εκ,k0qt.
Next, the linear terms in Resn0pk, tq near k0 are precisely piBt ´ ωn0pkqqz˜ext,leadpk, tq, i.e.
?
2
”
ε1´dpΛ1pk0 ` εκ, k0q ´ ωn0pkqq pArpκ, T q ` iε3´dBT pArpκ, T qı e´iΛ1pk0`εκ,k0qt
“
?
2
”
ε3´d
´
iBT pArpκ, T q ´ 12κTD2ωn0pk0qκ pArpκ, T q¯` ε1´dϕpkq pArpκ, T qı e´iΛ1pk0`εκ,k0qt,
where |ϕpkq| ď c|k ´ k0|3 for some c ą 0 and all k P B as follows by the Taylor expansion of
ωn0pkq in k “ k0.
Taking the sum of this linear term with sleadn0,1, we see that the leading order part of the residual
χB3εr pk0qpkqResn0pk, tq reduces to
χB3εr pk0qpkqResleadn0 pk, tq “ ε1´d
?
2ϕpkq pArpκ, T qe´iΛ1pk0`εκ,k0qt ` ψpk, tq
provided we choose again
(4.16) pArpκ, T q :“ χB
εr´1
pκq pApκ, T q,
where A is a solution of (3.4) with ν given in (4.15).
4.3.2. The leading order part Reslead´n0pk, tq for k P B3εrp´k0q. The same calculation as above
produces
χB3εr p´k0qpkqReslead´n0pk, tq “ χB3εr pk0qp´kqResleadn0 p´k, tq
4.3.3. The remaining components of the leading order residual. The rest of the residual at
Opε3´dq includes firstly the nonlinearity terms sleadn,j not accounted for in Sec. 4.3.1-4.3.3, i.e. all
pn, jq P Z0 ˆ t˘1,˘3u other than pn0, 1q and p´n0,´1q. Secondly, it includes the linear terms
evaluated at the correction rzextn ´ rzext, leadn . Hence, we have
χB3εr pjk0qpkqResleadn pk, tq “ ε3´d
„
pjω0 ` pk ´ jk0qTvg ´ ωnpkqq pAn,j ˆk ´ jk0
ε
, T
˙
e´iΛjpk,k0qt
´sleadn,j pk, tq
‰
,
for
pn, jq P tZ0 ˆ t˘1,˘3uuztpn0, 1q, p´n0,´1qu.
This part of the residual is eliminated by the choice
(4.17) pAn,j ˆk ´ jk0
ε
, T
˙
:“ s
lead
n,j pk, tqeiΛjpk,k0qt
jω0 ` pk ´ jk0qTvg ´ ωnpkq .
The above denominators stay bounded away from zero for all k P Bεrpjk0q with ε ą 0 small
enough as long as the non-resonance condition (4.7) holds.
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4.3.4. The higher oder part of the residual. The rest of the residual is the higher order nonlin-
earity ε5´dsext,hotn pk, tq, n P Z0, and the time derivative applied to the ε2t-dependence of pAn,j.
In detail
Reshotn0 pk, tq “ε5´d
˜ ÿ
mPZd
ÿ
jPt´1,˘3u
iBT pAn0,j ˆk `m´ jk0ε , T
˙
e´iΛjpk`m,k0qt ` sext,hotn0 pk, tq
¸
,
Reshot´n0pk, tq “ε5´d
˜ ÿ
mPZd
ÿ
jPt1,˘3u
iBT pA´n0,j ˆk `m´ jk0ε , T
˙
e´iΛjpk`m,k0qt ` sext,hot´n0 pk, tq
¸
,
Reshotn pk, tq “ε5´d
˜ ÿ
mPZd
ÿ
jPt˘1,˘3u
iBT pAn,j ˆk `m´ jk0
ε
, T
˙
e´iΛjpk`m,k0qt ` sext,hotn pk, tq
¸
,
n P Z0zt˘n0u.
4.4. Estimation of the residual. After the choice of pAr in (4.16) and of pAn,j in (4.17) the
residual reduces to
Resn0pk, tq “ ε1´d
?
2ϕpkq pArpk´k0ε , T qe´iΛ1pk,k0qt ` ψpk, tq `Reshotn0 pk, tq,
Res´n0pk, tq “ Resn0p´k, tq,
Resnpk, tq “ Reshotn pk, tq, n P Z0zt˘n0u.
The estimates of individual terms are analogous to the GP case in Sec. 3.4. Therefore, we
mostly present only the results.
Just like in (3.35) and (3.36) we get
(4.18) }ψp¨, tq}L1pBq ď Cε4} pAp¨, T q}3L1
β
pRdq and ε
1´d}ϕp¨q pAr ` ¨´k0ε , T ˘ }L1pBq ď Cε4} pAp¨, T q}L13pRdq
if β ě 1
1´r and
pAp¨, T q P L13pRdq X L1βpRdq. Because r :“ 1{2 can be selected, it suffices to
choose pAp¨, T q P L13pRdq.
Also for the higher order terms the estimates are analogous. Note that ωn is now the square
root of the Bloch eigenvalue, such that the asymptotic distribution is
(4.19) C1n
1{d ď ωnpkq ď C2n1{d, k P B, n P N.
Nevertheless, we obtain the same decay of Resn in n as in the GP case because of the
1
ωnpkq
factor in sleadn and s
hot
n . In detail,
|βnj1,j2,j3pq, r, s, tq| ď cn´
2q`1
d
if χ3, pj1, pj2, pj3 P H2qperpPq with q ą d{4. By Lemma 3 this regularity of the Bloch functions
follows if
χ1, χ2 P HaperpPq, a ą 2q ` d´ 2, q ą
d
4
.
This leads to
ε5´d
››››› ÿ
mPZd
ÿ
jPt˘1,˘3u
BT pAn,j ˆ ¨ `m´ jk0
ε
, T
˙›››››
L1pBq
ď cε5n´ 2q`2d }BT pAp¨, T q}L1pRdq} pAp¨, T q}2L1pRdq.
Next, for sext,hotn we first get the same estimates on rup0qext and rup1qext as in Lemma 9 if χ1, χ2 P
HaperpPq, χ3 P H2qpPq with a ą maxt2q ` d´ 2, s` d´ 2u, q ą s2 ` d4 ´ 1.
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For ~˜sext,hot with s˜ext,hotn pk, tq :“ 1ωnpkqsext,hotn pk, tq, we get }~˜sext,hotp¨, tq}X psq ď cε5 with c “
cp} pAp¨, T q}L1pRdqq. Hence also
}~˜sext,hotp¨, tq}X psq ď cε5
if pAp¨, T q P L1pRdq.
In summary, we have again for any s ą d{2
(4.20) } ~Resp¨, tq}X psq ď Cresε4
if pAp¨, T q P L13pRdq, BT pAp¨, T q P L1pRdq, χ1, χ2 P HaperpPq, and χ3 P H2qperpPq
for some
a ą maxt2q ` d´ 2, s` d´ 2u, q ą max
"
s
2
` d
4
´ 1, d
4
*
.
4.5. Estimation of the error. Restricting to real solutions u is equivalent to assuming
z˜npk, tq “ z˜´np´k, tq for all n P N, k P B. This restriction allows us to consider system (4.3)
only for n P N, where u˜px, k, tq “ 1?
2
ř
nPN pz˜npk, tq ` z˜np´k, tqq pnpx, kq. Similarly to (3.44) we
write this system in the vector form
(4.21) iBt ~Z “ W pkq~Z ` ~F p~Z, ~Z, ~Zq,
where
W pkq :“ diagppωnpkqqnPNq, ~Zpk, tq :“ pz˜npk, tqqnPN,
~F p~Z, ~Z, ~Zq :“
´
xχ3p¨qpru ˚B ru ˚B ruqp¨, k, tq, pnp¨, kqyL2χ1 pPq¯nPN .
The error generated by the extended ansatz ~E :“ ~Z´ ~Zext, where ~Zext “ pz˜extn qn, satisfies again
iBt ~E “ W pkq ~E `Gp~Zext, ~Eq,
where
Gp~Zext, ~Eq :“ pResnpk, tqqnPN ` ~F p~Z, ~Z, ~Zq ´ ~F p~Zext, ~Zext, ~Zextq.
The analogous result to Lemma 9 holds, i.e. if χ1, χ2 P HaperpPq, χ3 P H2qperpPq with a ą
maxt2q ` d´ 2, s` d´ 2u, q ą s
2
` d
4
´ 1 and s ą d{2, then
(4.22) }u˜p0qextp¨, ¨, tq}L1pB,HsperpPqq ď cε} pAp¨, T q}L1pRdq, }u˜p1qextp¨, ¨, tq}L1pB,HsperpPqq ď cε3} pAp¨, T q}3L1pRdq.
Just like in Sec. 3.5 Gronwall’s inequality then produces
} ~Ep¨, tq}X psq ď cε2 for all t P r0, T0ε´2s
if pAp¨, T q P L1βpRdq for all T P r0, T0s, β ą 2q ` d and } ~Ep¨, 0q}X psq ď cε2. This last assumption
holds again thanks to the estimate of }p~Zext ´ ~Zappqp¨, tq}X psq in Lemma 13, where
~Zapppk, tq :“ pz˜appn pk, tqqnPN,
and due the fact that upx, 0q “ uapppx, 0q.
Hence, it remains to estimate the difference ~Zext´ ~Zapp. The process is similar to Lemma 10
but we have to estimate also the terms Rappn in z˜
app
n . In the rest of the proof recall that r “ 1{2.
Lemma 13. If χ1, χ2 P H2q´2per pPq and χ3 P H2qperpPq with some q ą s2` d4 , and pAp¨, T q P L1β`1pRdq
and BT pAp¨, T q P L1βpRdq with some β ą 2q ` d, then there is a constant c ą 0 such that
}p~Zext ´ ~Zappqp¨, tq}X psq ď c
´
ε2} pAp¨, T q}L1
β`1pRdq ` ε
3} pAp¨, T q}3L1pRdq ` ε4}BT pAp¨, T q}L1βpRdq¯
for all ε ą 0 small enough.
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Proof. We get just like in (3.47) the estimate
}pz˜appn0 ´ z˜ext,leadn0 qp¨, tq}L1pBq ď ε2L} pAp¨, T q}L11pRdq ` cεβ{2`1} pAp¨, T q}L1βpRdq
for some L, c ą 0. Next, analogously to (3.51) we get for n ‰ n0
}z˜app,leadn p¨, tq}L1pBq ď cn´
2q
d
¨˝
ε2} pAp¨, T q}L1
1
pRdq ` ε1`β} pAp¨, T q}L1
β
pRdq
ÿ
mPZdzt0u
|m|2q´β‚˛
if β ą 2q ` d. We can thus conclude
}p~Zapp,lead ´ ~Zextqp¨, tq}X psq ď}u˜p1qextp¨, ¨, tq}L1pB,HsperpPqq ` }pz˜app,leadn qnPNztn0u}X psq
` }pz˜app,leadn0 ´ z˜ext,leadn0 qp¨, tq}L1pBq
ďc
´
ε2} pAp¨, T q}L1
1
pRdq ` εβ{2`1} pAp¨, T q}L1
β
pRdq ` ε3} pAp¨, T q}3L1pRdq¯(4.23)
if q ą s
2
` d
4
, where u˜
p1q
ext is estimated in (4.22).
It remains to estimate }pRappn p¨, tqqn}X psq. In Rappn0 we note that ωn0pk0q ` pk `m´ k0qTvg ´
ωn0pkq is quadratic in k `m´ k0 such that››››› ÿ
mPZd
pωn0pk0q ` p¨ `m´ k0qTvg ´ ωn0p¨qq pAˆ ¨ ´ k0 `mε , T
˙›››››
L1pBq
ď ε2`d} pAp¨, T q}L1
2
pRdq.
As a result
}Rappn0 p¨, tq}L1pBq ď cε3p} pAp¨, T q}L12pRdq ` }BT pAp¨, T q}L1pRdqq.
For n ‰ n0 we first have››››› ÿ
mPZd
ωn0pk0q ` p¨ `m´ k0qTvg ´ ωnp¨q
ωnp¨q
pAˆ ¨ ´ k0 `m
ε
, T
˙
π`n,mp¨q
›››››
L1pBq
ď c
››››› ÿ
mPZd
p1` | ¨ `m´ k0|q pAˆ ¨ ´ k0 `m
ε
, T
˙
π`n,mp¨q
›››››
L1pBq
ď c
››››p1` | ¨ ´k0|q pAˆ ¨ ´ k0ε , T
˙
π`n,0p¨q
››››
L1pBq
` c
ÿ
mPZdzt0u
›››› pAˆ ¨ ´ k0ε , T
˙
π`n,0p¨q
››››
L1pB`mq
` c
ÿ
mPZdzt0u
››››| ¨ ´k0| pAˆ ¨ ´ k0ε , T
˙
π`n,0p¨q
››››
L1pB`mq
ď cεdn´ 2qd
»–ε} pAp¨, T q}L1
2
pRdq ` } pAp¨, T q}L1
β
pRdq
ÿ
mPZdzt0u
|m|2q sup
κPε´1pB`mq
p1` |κ|q´β
`ε} pAp¨, T q}L1
β`1pRdq
ÿ
mPZd
p|m|2q ` 1q sup
κPε´1pB`mq
p1` |κ|q´β
ff
ď cεdn´ 2qd
”
ε} pAp¨, T q}L1
2
pRdq ` εβ} pAp¨, T q}L1
β
pRdq ` εβ`1} pAp¨, T q}L1
β`1pRdq
ı
for all β ą 2q ` d. Here we have used, firstly, the bounds (3.48) and (3.49), which hold also for
π˘n,m and, secondly, the fact that π
˘
n,mpkq “ π˘n,0pk `mq.
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Similarly, we have for n ‰ n0 and the BT pA term in Rappn››››› ÿ
mPZd
BT pAˆ ¨ ´ k0 `m
ε
, T
˙
π`n,mp¨q
›››››
L1pBq
ď cn´ 2qd
´
εd`1}BT pAp¨, T q}L1
1
pRdq ` εd`β}BT pAp¨, T q}L1
β
pRdq
¯
if β ą 2q ` d. The terms with xĎA and BTxĎA are treated analogously, where we note that
ωn0pk0q ´ pk ` m ` k0qTvg ´ ωnpkq “ ωn0p´k0q ` pk ` m ` k0qT p∇kωn0p´k0qq ´ ωnpkq. This
leads to the estimate
}pRappn p¨, tqqn}X psq ď c
´
ε2} pAp¨, T q}L1
β`1pRdq ` ε
4}BT pAp¨, T q}L1
β
pRdq
¯
if q ą s
2
` d
4
. We have used here β ą 2, which follows from β ą 2q` d ą s` 3
2
d ą 2d. Together
with (4.23) this proves the statement. l
By the same argument as at the end of Sec. 3.5 we conclude that the regularity χ1, χ2 P
H2d´2`δper pPq and χ3 P Hd`δper pPq with some δ ą 0 is sufficient for the requirements in Lemma 13
and in the residual estimate (4.20). Therefore, Theorem 12 is proved.
5. Numerical Example
We present a numerical example of an approximate solitary wave in the two dimensional
(d “ 2) GP (3.1) as predicted by Theorem 7 with a Townes soliton solution A of the effective
NLS equation. We choose the focusing case (σ ă 0) and selected the carrier frequency of the
wavepacket in the interior of one of the higher energy bands far away from band gaps.
We select the peirodic potentials
(5.1) V pxq “ cospx1q cospx2q, σpxq “ cospx1q cospx2q ´ 2
and define the carrier Bloch wave by choosing
(5.2) k0 “ p0.4, 0qT , n0 “ 4,
which results in ω0 « 2.075, vg « p2.5083, 0qT and in the effective NLS coefficients D2ωn0pk0q «
1.5854 ˚ I2ˆ2 and ν « 0.04905.
The band structure corresponding to the potential V in (5.1) is plotted in Fig. 1. It was
computed using a fourth order centered finite difference discretization of the eigenvalue problem
(2.8).
0
0.5
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2
2.5
0 0.500.5
-0.5
Figure 1. The band structure for V pxq “ cospx1q cospx2q and the marked point
pk0, ωn0pk0qq with k0 “ p0.4, 0qT and n0 “ 4.
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In Fig. 2 we plot the asymptotic approximation uapppx, 0q from (3.3) with ε “ 0.1, where
ApX, T q “ eiTRp|X|q is the Townes soliton of the effective NLS (3.4). The radial profile R is
a solution of a ordinary differential equation in the radius r :“ |x|. It is computed using a
shooting method and the 4-5th oder Runge-Kutta Matlab scheme ode45.
Figure 2. The modulus of the asymptotic approximation uapppx, tq at t “ 0
with ε “ 0.1. Side view in (a) and top view in (b).
Next, we solve the GP (3.1) with the initial data upx, 0q “ uapppx, 0q. We employ here the
second order split step method, so called Strang splitting [31]. In this method the problem
is split into the linear constant coefficient part iBtu ` ∆u “ 0 and the rest iBtu ´ V pxqu ´
σpxq|u|2u “ 0. The former is solved in Fourier variables pupk, tq :“ 1p2piq2 şR2 upx, tqe´ik¨x dx
exactly via pupk, tq “ e´i|k|2tpupk, 0q. In the implementation the Fourier transform is, of course,
replaced by the fast Fourier discrete transform applied to the values of up¨, tq on a discrete grid.
The latter part can be solved exactly in physical space via upx, tq “ e´ipV pxq`σpxq|upx,0q|2qtupx, 0q.
These two problems are then suitable combined for each temporal discretization interval t P
rndt, pn` 1qdts.
For the temporal discretization we use dt “ 0.02 and in space we discretize with dx1 “
dx2 « 0.203. The computational box is selected relatively large, namely r´20π ´ 54ε2 , 20π `
5
4ε2
s ˆ r´40π, 40πs. This guarantees that the pulse remains well inside the box within the
computaional time interval r0, 1
ε2
s.
For ε “ 0.05 the approximation via Uapppx, tq is very good and the resulting solution is close
to a solitary wave. The temporal evolution is plotted in Fig. 3. In (a) we plot the solution at
x2 “ 0 and in (b) at x1 “ ξ0 ` vg,1t, where ξ0 is the x1-position of the maximum of the initial
pulse |upx, 0q|, i.e. ξ0 ` vg,1t is the x1-position of the maximum of |uappp¨, tq|.
We also study the ε-convergence of the error in the supremum norm }up¨, ε2tq´uappp¨, ε2tq}C0
b
.
The error is computed for the five values ε “ 0.3, 0.2, 0.1, 0.05, 0.03. The convergence is cε2.25,
i.e. slightly better than predicted in Theorem 7.
Movies of the time evolution for the ε-values ε “ 0.1 and ε “ 0.05 are available at
http://www.mathematik.uni-dortmund.de/~tdohnal/2DPNLS-pulse-movies.html. At ε “
0.1 some initial shedding of radiation can be observed, after which the pulse seems to become
close to a solitary wave. At ε “ 0.05 almost no radiation is visible “with the naked eye”.
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Figure 3. Time evolution of the solution modulus |u| for the example in (5.1)
and (5.2) with ε “ 0.05. The initial data are centered at px1, x2q “ pξ0, 0q
with vg « p2.5083, 0q. (a) |upx1, 0, tq|; (b) |upξ0 ` vg,1t, x2, tq|. The apparent
discontinuities in (a) are only due to the sampling of the numerical data for
plotting.
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Figure 4. ε-convergence of the error in the supremum norm.
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